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ABSTRACT 

The contribution of this dissertation is the 

development of a completely new and accurate algorithm SFSSE 

for synchronous fault simulation of sequential circuits. 

The distinctive difference between SFSSE (Synchronous 

Fault Simulation by Aurrogate with Exceptions) and similar 

approaches for fault simulation in combinational logic 

circuits is that SFSSE is capable of handling faults stored 

in more than one memory elements and the reconvergence over 

time of the stored fault effect with the original fault. 

The experimental result shows a significant improvement 

for SFSSE by comparing its execution time to that of 

parallel fault simulation. 

After a stored fault list is established during one 

clock period, all paths from the output of that memory 

element to the primary outputs might be blocked in 

subsequent clock periods. A fault is usually propagated 

through many paths in various subnetworks over several clock 

periods, and it is detected when only one of these paths 

reaches a primary output. A new idea for efficiency is 

suggested in the last chapter to avoid the unproductive 

simulation activity. In that approach the waste of 

simulation time is avoided by overlapping the simulation of 

multiple clock periods. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

12 

The modern world is becoming increasingly dependent on 

digi tal systems such as computers in particular. To be 

effective, however, such systems must work correctly and, 

when they fail, techniques must be available to detect the 

presence of a failure and locate its cause. 

In the last two decades, the circuit size and 

complexity have increased tremendously. A typical VLSI chip 

has a hundred thousand gates. To test such a complex huge 

system is so difficult even with the support of a computer. 

The ability to perform a correct fault test is of paramount 

importance from the point of view of the total cost of 

design, production, and field maintenance of a digital 

system. 

An automatic test generation system (ATGS) is one type 

of computer aided design system. It automatically generate 

a test sequence based on the circuit description. An ATE 

(automatic test equipment) supplies the test sequence to the 

physical circuits and record the output data. By comparing 

the recorded data with the expected output sequence, it will 

find the failure circuit. 

The evaluation of a ATGS may be expressed in terms of 

the execution time consumed by the procedure, the memory 

space required on the host computer, the faults covered from 

fault list by the test sequence, and the length of the 
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sequence. To generate a test sequence for a hundred 

thousand gate VLSI chip usually takes hundreds of hours of 

CPU time on a huge computer. 

digital system design process. 

sophisticate ATGS for today's 

paramount importance. 

It seriously extends the 

Therefore, to develop a more 

digital system becomes of 

1.1 Clock mode sequential Circuit Model 

A digital circuit is sequential if its outputs at a 

given time depend not only on the present inputs but also on 

the inputs applied previously. There are two basically 

different types of sequential circuits: synchronous 

sequential circuits and asynchronous sequential circuits. 

A classical synchronous sequential circuit model, shown 

in Fig. 1.1, consists of two parts, a combinational logic 

section and a memory section. The memory section is used to 

store the information about past events. The values in the 

memory elements are known as the states of the circuit. The 

history of previous inputs is implicit in the state, S, of 

the circuit. The combinational section receives the primary 

inputs xl, x2, •• xn, and the inputs from memory elements, 

designated as the secondary inputs, y1, y2, •• ,yp. It 

decides the primary output zl, z2, •• ,zm and the next circuit 

state, Y1, Y2, •. , Yp. We define secondary outputs Y1, 

Y2, •• , Yp which refer to the connections from the 

combinational section to memory elements; and secondary 
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inputs y1, y2, •• , yp refer to the connections from memory 

PRIMARY 

INPUTS 

COMBINATIONAL 

SECTION 

F/F 

F/F 

I-

Fig. 1.1 Clock Mode sequential Circuit Model 

elements to the combinational logical section. 

Thus we have: 

zl = gl(X1, •• ,xn,y1, •• ,yp) 

z2 = g2(x1, •• ,xn,y1, •• ,yp) 

......................... " 
zm = gm(X1, •• ,xn,y1, •• ,yp) 

PRIMARY 
OUTPUTS 



Yl = fl(Xl, .• ,xn,yl, •• ,yp) 

Y2 = f2(xl, .. ,xn,yl, .. ,yp) 

Yp = fp(xl, .. ,xn,yl, .• ,yp) 

We may compact these equations using 

z = g(x,y) 

Y = f(x,y) 

15 

where g and f are vector-valued functions of vector 

arguments. 

1.2 Fault Model 

A digital system may suffer two classes of faults: 

temporary faults and permanent faults. An temporary fault 

is time varying, being present in some time interval and 

absent in others. The temporary faults are due to a variety 

of physical causes such as noise, the nonideal transient 

behavior of switching components, or the components over 

sensitive to temperature. A permanent fault is not time

varying and remains a fault until the repair is effected. 

We use a CMOS device as, shown in Fig. 1.2, an example. 

When the wires open at either Point a or Point b, the 

device output Z would appear permanently to be stuck at a 

high voltage of approximately +V. A source-drain short, 

from Point a to Point c in the figure, would cause the 

device output Z to be permanently stuck at a low voltage, 

nearly ground. If we designate the high voltage as logical 
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1 and the qround as loqical 0, then the faults which cause a 

device output Z to be stuck at hiqh voltaqe are stuck_at_1 

faults, and the faults which cause the output Z to be stuck 

at qround are stuck_at_O faults. 

--L-

C -, 

Fiq. 1.2 The Basic CMOS Inverter 

Many faults in a diqital circuit create stuck_at_1 and 

stuck_at_O faults. However, not all faults can be molded by 

The capacitor 

between Point a and Point c in the fiqure is a common fault 

in a CMOS device. The fault only appears when the device 

output chanqes, from loqical 1 to 0 as an example, and the 

precedinq value of the output would remain for a time 

interval because of the capacitance effect. This class of 

faults are desiqnated as the stuck open faults. 

1.3 SCIRTSS 

The Sequential Circuit Test Search System (SCIRTSS) is 
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an automatic test generation system which accepts a function 

description of a digital sequential circuit described in 

AHPL. AHPL is a register transfer type language which can be 

used to describe synchronous sequential circuits. SCIRTSS 

has been formulated in the clock mode to permit its use on 

very complex VLSI circuits. [9] 

The SCIRTSS approach to automatic test generation for 

sequential circuits is revealed by the simplified flow chart 

of Fig. 1.3. Block A represents the fault simulation part. 

It simulates the all faulty networks and good network 

simultaneously for a given test pattern. If in any faulty 

network the output value is different from the output of the 

good network, then this fault has been detected by the given 

test pattern. This block verifies the detection of faults 

by the tests found by block Band C. The parallel simulation 

strategy used in SCIRTSS is simple and easy to implement, 

but the execution speed is slow. 

The purpose of forward search represented by block C is 

to find a input sequence which drive the selected stored 

fau1 t to a primary output. The found input sequence is 

provided to the fault simulator. The fault simulator not 

only verifies the input sequence but also drives the 

sensitized fault into the memory elements and primary 

output. 

Eventually the simulation will leave no stored faults. 

However, still some undetected faults are left in the 



A 

C 

FAULT 

SIMULATION 

YES 

NO 

YES 

SINGLE FAULT 

PROPAGATION 

SEARCH 

SINGLE FAULT 
SENSITIZATION 

SEARCH 

Fig. 1.3 SCIRTSS Flowchart 
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circui t. At this point, an undetected fault is selected 

according to the user specification. The purpose of 

sensitization search represented by block B is to find a 

input sequence to drive the selected fault to either a 

memory element or a primary output. The process is made up 

of two steps. At the first step, The memory elements are 

treated as pseudo circuit inputs and D_algorithm is applied. 

The second step is a "sensitization search" for an input 

sequence to drive the circuit from current state to the 

state demanded by D_algorithm. 

A three stage hardware compiler has been developed for 

the hardware description language AHPL. It can generate the 

network for different level formats. Only an AHPL 

description of the network desired to be tested needs to be 

provide by the user. The three stage compiler will translate 

the network into the tables and lists required by SCIRTSS 

data base. As shown in Fig. 1.4 stage 1 of the hardware 

compiler provides a tabular expression for the AHPL 

description. stage 3 translates this into a the network list 

for the D_algorithm and the parallel fault simulation. 

In its current version, SCIRTSS handles only single 

stuck at faults. Not all faults which occur in MOS VLSI can 

be modeled by stuck-at-1 and stuck-at-O fault. An enhanced 

version of SCIRTSS under development will include a 

simulator which handles also stuck open and stuck short 

faults. 
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It may be observed by studying the flow chart in Fig. 

1.3, that the fault simulator performances a important role 

in the SCIRTSS. It is involved for every process. Therefore, 

the execution speed of whole system is highly related to 

this part. The proj ect central to this dissertation is 

implementing for a faster fault simulation strategy to 

substitute the existing parallel fault simulator in the 

SCIRTSS. As of now, the new fault simulator handles only the 

stuck at faults. 

1.4 The Fault simulation 

The fault simulation is part of test generator and 

fault diagnosis techniques. Efficiency of the fault 

simulation directly affects the efficiency of the test 

generation procedure. 

The Level Sensitive Scan Design technique (LSSD) is now 

widely used to reduce the complicated test generation 

problem for sequential circuits to the simplified one for 

combinational circuits. The interest in the simulation of 

test sequence has been limited to simulating test vectors 

for combinational logic networks. The LSSD requires a small 

overhead in a chip. However, the complex arising from 

additional scan path logic produces an additional cost for 

test generation. In the meantime, series shifting the 

memory element contains to a primary output increase the 

testing time. Therefore, LSSD can not promises a nearly 
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minimal length of test sequence. 

In a sequential circuit a single fault may be 

propagated to one or more memory elements. The effects of a 

single fault may appear at many places and converge during 

fault propagation. The problems make fault simulation of a 

sequential circuit more complicate than repetitive 

simulation of the good network. 

In this proj ect, a new approach is developed for the 

fault simulation of sequential circuits. The stored faults 

which cause the problem are identified and treated as 

exceptions. The number of exceptions in the network 

decreases as more faults are detected. After most faults 

are covered, the curve of execution time simulating each 

test vector to the circuit size rises approximating to a 

linear line. 
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CHAPTER II 

THREE VALUE FAULT SIMULATION 

2.1 Overview 

There are four basic fault simulation techniques widely 

in use: parallel simulation, introduced by Seshn [4], 

deductive simulation from Armstrong [5], concurrent 

simulation Ulrich [7], and reverse deductive by J. R. Hong 

[1]. Each of These approaches has its own advantages and 

disadvantages. The parallel fault simulation takes advantage 

of the word oriented operation, and needs a relatively 

smaller and predictable memory space. The algorithm is 

rather simple, but the running time is longer. The deductive 

faul t simulation runs faster than the parallel fault 

simulation for larger networks and requires a larger memory 

space. The concurrent fault simulation requires the least 

running time but uses a large and unpredictable memory 

space. For combinational logic reverse deductive simulation 

runs faster than all three mentioned above and requires less 

memory space. It totally avoids the computation of fault 

set. Therefore, the larger the line fault set, the greater 

the advantage [1]. However, Reverse Fault Propagation can 

not be directly applied to sequential circuits. The fault 

simulation introduced in this chapter formulates a new 

recipe to make use of advantages from all four techniques. 

The computational complexity of fault simulation in one 
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clock period is a second order function. The second order 

factor in the function results from the set operations on 

the gates. The elements in the set are used to represent 

the effects of the single faults and the number of elements 

are directly proportional to the number of gates and the 

number of FFRs in the circuit. For example, an element in 

the set for the parallel simulation is a single fault and 

the total number of single faults in the circuit is 

proportional to the number of gates and FFRs in the circuit. 

In order to increase the execution speed we can reduce the 

set size to make the coefficient of the second order factor 

as small as possible. The parallel simulation has all single 

faults in its set. In the deductive simulation, each element 

in a set represents a single fault which affects the gate. 

In reverse deductive simulation, Hong uses a surrogate fault 

to represent all faults which are sensitive to the FOS in a 

FFR. The sensitive faults in a FFR must be propagated 

through the associated FOS and, therefore, a fault in a FFR 

is sensitive to a subnetwork only when the surrogate fault 

is sensitive. The set size in his algorithm is reduced 

greatly by considering only the surrogate faults. 

Unlike a combinational logic circuit, the output of a 

sequential circuit at any given time will be a function not 

only of current inputs but also of some sequence of prior 

events. The circuit state which describes the circuit 

history is represented by a set of memory elements in a 
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clock mode sequential circuit. At each test period the 

simulation usually drives the effects of the lists of faults 

into memory elements. These stored faults may converge at 

some gates and may change a blocked gate to the through 

state or a through gate to the blocked state. 

Defini tion 2.1: A multiple stored fault is a fault 

stored in more than one memory element which belong to the 

same subnetwork. 

Defini tion 2.2: A compound fault is a fault in a 

subnetwork which is also stored in a secondary input of the 

subnetwork. 

It will be proved in next section that only compound 

and multiple stored faults can reconverge at a gate. The 

conventional experiments indicate that the percentage of 

multiple stored and compound faults among the stored faults 

is usually very low, and is reduced rapidly as more and more 

faults are detected. 

For ordinary faults in each FFR, the reverse deductive 

simulation is regarded as the best method because of the 

avoidance of set operations. The number of surrogate faults 

in a subnetwork is usually small. The stored faults affect 

the percent decrease of surrogate faults, making it greatly 

less than the percent decrease of single faults. The 

parallel strategy is expected as the optimal one to 

propagate the surrogate faults. The number of compound and 
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multiple stored faults decrease simultaneously with the 

reduction of the undetected fault. They are separated as 

exceptions and the deductive simulation is selected to 

propagate them because its computation complexity is 

significantly. reduced by the reduction of the set size. 

The entire new fault simulation for sequential circuits 

consists of four passes as shown in Fig. 2.1. The first two 

passes are the FOS Propagation and the Reverse Deductive 

simulation. The FOS propagation propagates the surrogate 

faults to the output edge of the circuit. The next pass 

picks the sensitive FFR at each subnetwork by comparing the 

good network output to the the fault network outputs. The 

reverse fault propagation is used in this pass to collect 

the sensitive faults in a sensitive FFR. The third pass 

separates the exceptions from stored faults for each 

subnetwork and the forth pass simulates the identified 

exceptions. 

-
REVERSE 

EXCEPTION 
FOS EXCEPTION 

I- DEDUCTIVE - ~ 

PROPAGATION IDENTIFICATION SIMULATION 
SIMULATION 

Fig. 2.1 Sequential Circuit Fault Simulation 

-
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2.2 Background 

For the purpose of describing the concept clearly, we 

introduce several common terminologies widely used in prior 

published papers. 

A subnetwork is a connected subset of an entire 

network. A subnetwork has only one output which is either a 

primary output (PO) or a secondary output (SO). The inputs 

of a subnetwork are a combination of primary and secondary 

inputs. As in the classical sequential circuit model, SOs 

refer to connections from combinational logical network to 

memory element inputs. The secondary inputs refer to 

connection from memory element outputs to combinational 

logical network inputs. The subnetworks are not disjointed. 

The element status in a subnetwork is determined by the 

element states in the same subnetwork. 

Definition 2.3: A fanout stem (FOS) is the output line 

which fans out to more than one element. 

Definition 2.4: If a FOS affects two or more inputs of 

a gate, we define this FOS as reconverge FOS (RFOS) and the 

gate as the reconverge gate of this FOS. On the other hand, 

if a FOS never converges at any gate, we designated it as 

non-reconverge FOS (NRFOS). 

Theorem 2.1: If a FOS fans out to two or more gates 

that belong to the same subnetwork, this FOS is designated a 

RFOS. 
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proof: By definition, each subnetwork has only one 

output and is a connected subset of the entire network. Each 

element output in the subnetwork affects the subnetwork 

output. Therefore, if an FOS affects two or more gates in 

the same subnetwork, the paths from the output of the 

subnetwork to the FOS through different affected gates must 

converge in the subnetwork. 

By the same method, we can prove the following: 

Theorem 2.2: A FOS which is not an RFOS is an NRFOS. 

Definition 2.5: A surrogate fault is a fault assumed on 

the FOS. 

Defini tion 2.6: A fanout Free Region (FFR) is a 

maximal size connected subset of the given network that 

contains no internal FOS. 

An FFR terminates with a FOS, a SO or a PO. Inputs of 

a FFR are a mixed set of primary inputs, secondary inputs, 

and FOSs. FFRs are disjointed tree networks. 

An FFR partition, introduced by R.J. HONG [1], is 

widely used in fault simulation system today. By this 

method, a given network is partitioned uniquely into FFRs. 

Figure 2.2 depicts an example of a FFR partition. 

Definition 2.7: Given a test pattern, if any undetected 

fault at a gate is sensitive to its output pin, this gate is 
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a live sensitive gate. 

FFR2-

FFR3 -

Fig. 2.1 FFR Partition 

Definition 2.8: If any transmitted fault is propagated 

to a gate, we define this gate as a transmit sensitive gate. 

Definition 2.9: a sensitive path in a FFR begins at the 

FOS. To change the value at any point on a sensitive path 

reverses the output value of the FFR. 

Definition 2.10: the fan-in gate of a node is a gate 

the output of which fans out to that node. 

2.3 FQS propagation and Reyerse peductive Simulation 

The FOS propagation performs an important role in this 
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proj ect. The more faults in the network are detected, the 

lower the percentage of total execution time required by 

processing exceptions. Figure 2.3 shows an example to 

explain this concept. As illustrated, the required execution 

time drops rapidly as more and more faults are detected. In 

the meantime, the execution time used to propagate the 

surrogate faults raises quickly past fifty percent. 

ADD8X8 
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Fig. 2.3 Execution Time to Test Period 

The entire simulation process consist of two passes, 

forward and backward. The forward pass propagates surrogate 

faults, computes the gate output value of the good network, 

checks whether or not any provoked live fault exists, and 
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any fault is propagated to this gate. The second pass picks 

all sensitive FOSs. For each sensitive FFR, we collect the 

faults by tracing backward sensitive paths anding add the 

collected faults into fault sets associated with the 

subnetworks to which the FOS's are sensitive. The 

fundamental strategy, propagate surrogate faults first and 

follow by reverse fault propagation at each sensitive FFR, 

is originally suggested by S.J. Hong [1] and used in RFSIM 

later in 1984 [8]. However the implementations are quite 

different. 

In contrast to a fault simulation used only for 

combinational network, our fault simulation must handle the 

faults stored in secondary inputs (SI's) and unknown values 

from SIts. 

The faults stored in a sensitive secondary input is 

directly moved to the potential sensitive fault sets 

associated with subnetworks to which the SI is sensi ti ve. 

The multiple stored and compound faults in the potential 

sensitive fault set are identified and eliminated from the 

fault set for separate processing as exceptions. The detail 

of exception process will be introduced in the next section. 

Accurately the calculation relates to the SI from which 

the unknown comes. For instance, the output of a two inputs 

AND gate with input value (U,AU) is 0 if two inputs from the 

same SI. To simplify the calculation, we assume that all 

unknown inputs are independent. Therefore, the inverse of an 
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unknown value is meaningless. The remaining values, 0, 1, 

and unknown, construct a three value logical system. Under 

this situation, an output with value unknown could be a 

known value after accurate computation. We separate the 

effect of an unknown input value into two cases and discuss 

them individually. In the first case, the gate output value 

is a certain value. The other case is that the gate output 

value is unknown. 

In the first case, the fault network output can either 

be unknown or a certain value. For instance, consider a 

three input AND gate with input value (U,l,O). If a stuck 

at 1 fault exists at the third input pin, the gate output 

value of the fault network is unknown. Since one can not 

decide the gate sensitivity by comparing the outputs, we 

define the gate whose fault network output value is unknown 

as uncertain sensitive gate. The fan-in gate and all others 

which are sensitive or uncertain sensitive to this gate 

construct uncertain sensitive paths. The faults collected 

from uncertain sensitive paths are uncertain sensitive 

faults. The effects of uncertain faults are considered only 

in exception processing. A uncertain fault may converges 

with itself at either certain or uncertain mode. It may 

change the mode of the sensitive fault from certain to 

uncertain. A fault is detected if and only if this fault is 

seen from a PO with the certain mode. Another example is a 

three input AND gate with input value (U,O,O). No matter on 
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which input pin a fault exists, the fault network output is 

o and no fan-in gate may be a sensitive gate. This case 

only occurs at the end of a sensitive path if the gate is 

on a sensitive path. 

In the second situation, the gate output value of good 

network is unknown. It is meaningless to compare a fault 

network output with the output of good network. Therefore a 

sensitive path never begins at a gate with an unknown 

output. 

Theorem 2.3: On either a sensitive path or an uncertain 

sensitive path, no gate output value is unknown. 

proof: sensitive path must begin with a gate which 

output is a certain value. On the other words, no gate with 

output value unknown sensitizes this point. 

Based on the above discussion, we make conclusion as 

follows: 

A sensitive path must begin at a gate with a certain 

output value. No gate output value is unknown in a sensitive 

path. If any input value of a gate on a sensitive path is 

unknown, it must be the end gate of the sensitive path. The 

reason is that: if the fault network output is a certain 

value, no fault can be propagated through the gate. If it 

is unknown, the fan-in gate is in an uncertain sensitive 

path. A fault is a sensitive fault if the fault network 

output has an opposite value as the good network output. A 
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fault is an uncertain sensitive fault if the fault network 

output value is unknown. We do not consider the case which 

the good network output value is unknown because no gate 

output value is unknown in a sensitive path. 

2.3.1 The Forward sensitization 

In the first step of the simulation, the simulator 

propagates the surrogate faults forward to the output edge. 

The sensitive FFRs which correspond surrogate faults 

reaching the output edge will be identified later in the 

reverse deductive process. It also propagates the fault 

message, which represents one or more provoked faults in the 

processing FFR, forward to the FOS simultaneously in each 

FFR. This message tells whether or not any undetected fault 

in an FFR is propagated to the FOS but not which faults. 

The reverse deductive process will follow the signs and 

trace back from the FOS to pick up the sensitive faults. 

The forward sensitization process has three tasks, 

calculating the good network output values for all gates, 

propagating the fault message in each FFR, and calculating 

the surrogate fault sets. The following three subsections 

will introduce them individually. 

2.3.1.1 The Calculation of Good Network Output 

The output values of good network are not only used to 

decide the sensitive FFRs at each subnetwork output, but are 

also required to determine the gate conditions, blocked or 
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through, while propagating the fault message and surrogate 

faults. 

The calculation of good network output might not be 

carried out for every gate in a test period. It is the 

indispensable event to make the change of the gate output 

possible that at least one input is changed by given input 

pattern. By conventional experiments, most gate outputs are 

not changed by a given input pattern and, therefore, not all 

gates have a changed input. The simulator evaluates only the 

gates which have at least one input changed by the given 

input pattern at a test period. 

Each node has two input sets, certain and unknown. An 

element in either set must be 0 and 1. In the set certain, 

the value of an element represents the corresponding input 

value. An element in set unknown is set to 1 if the 

corresponding input value is unknown. All elements in the 

set are determined by the fan-in gates. Take an AND gate as 

example. If all elements in the set certain are 1, the 

output value is 1 when all elements in the set unknown are 

0, and the output is unknown otherwise. 

2.3.1.2 The fault message propagation 

The fault message includes the transmit sensitivity and 

live sensitivity. The transmit sensitivity indicates by 

which input pin an effect of an undetected fault can be 

transmitted to this gate, and the live sensitivity 

indicates whether any undetected fault on this gate is 
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Fig. 2.4 Transmit Sensitivity Calculation Example 
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provoked. The transmit sensitivities are calculated for all 

input pins. They are composed two values 0 and 1, which 

denote: 



Fig 2.5 Transmit sensitive Tree 

o = not transmit sensitive 

1 = transmit sensitive. 
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Some examples are show in Fig. 2.4. Unknown value causes the 

uncertain sensitive path which starts at the transmit 

sensitive input pin. The faults picked up on an uncertain 

sensitive path are uncertain faults. We do not know the 

mode of a fault on a gate at this point, and this matter 

will be token care at the reverse fault collection process. 

The reverse deductive process starts at a FOS and 
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traces backward following the transmit sensitive wires 

branch by branch. It collects the provoked fault at each 

live sensitive node and ends a branch when the node is 

either an input of the FFR or not transmit sensitive. The 

example in Fig. 2.5 shows the idea. 

2.3.1.3 Surrogate Fault propagation 

As mentioned before, some surrogate faults may 

reconverge somewhere in the network and the corresponding 

FOSs are designated as RFOSs. If the reconvergency occurs 

at a gate, a blocked surrogate fault may propagate through 

the gate; and a sensitive surrogate fault may be blocked. 

Even though the gate input values of good network do not 

change at all as shown in Fig. 2.6. In this step, we 

good value 

/ 
1 1 

:=[)o r 
1 -

Fig. 2.6 Reconvergent Fault 
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propagate surrogate faults to the network output edge under 

the consideration of reconvergency. Only FFRs whose 

associated surrogate faults reach the network output edge 

will be subjected to the reverse fault collection procedure. 

For a test period, the surrogate fault set size and the 

number of gates determine the execution time of this 

procedure. In the following two subsections, we will 

introduce the method of implementation with respect to 

reduction of surrogate fault set size and gate. 

2.3.1.3.1 Surrogate Fault set Reduction 

The simulator takes advantage of the word oriented 

operation from parallel simulation strategy. Each gate 

affected by any FOS is associated with a surrogate fault 

set. Therefore reducing the size of the surrogate fault 

sets must be done before the simulation. Afterward, the size 

of the surrogate fault set associated with a gate will never 

change during later processing. 

Only the FOSs in the subnetwork may affect its output. 

According to Theorem 2.1, a RFOS in a subnetwork must fan 

out to at least two gates in this subnetwork. In other 

words, a RFOS must be a FOS in a subnetwork after 

partitioning and all FOSs in a subnetwork are RFOSs. To 

reduce the surrogate fault set size, The entire network was 

partitioned into subnetworks for surragate fault propagation 

in the first version of the program. The size of surrogate 

faul t set associated with a gate is proportional to the 
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total number of FOSs in the subnetwork. If S subnetworks 

exist, the average number of calculations at one clock 

period for an entire network may be approximated by the 

formula 

N = F*Rf*G*Rg/(W*S) 

where F is the number of reconvergent FOS (RFOS) in the 

entire network, Rf is the ratio of RFOS after partitioning 

to the RFOS before partitioning G is the total number of 

gates in the entire network, Rg is the ratio of the total 

number of gates after partitioning to the total number of 

gates before partitioning (Rg and Rf are circuit structure 

dependent variables, usually in the same order ranged from 1 

to 10), and W is the register size of the host computer. 

The running speed of fault simulation is proportional to the 

size of the circuit. Therefore, disregarding simulate FOSs, 

simulating a partitioned network may slow down the running 

speed with rate Rg for the remainder of the fault simulation 

process. 

The follmlTing section is the explanation of a method 

which constructs a surrogate fault set. The size of the 

surrogate fault set has the same order as the one which is 

in the partitioned network. The surrogate fault set 

constructed under this new method may utilize for the entire 

network. 

In general, most FOSs appear only in a few subnetworks. 
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Most gates in a network are affected either by a part of 

FOSs or by none of them. Consider the following two 

factors: 

1. For any gate in the network, only the RFOSs which 

may affect the gate output must be simulated. 

2. If two FOSs never appear in the same subnetwork, no 

more than one of them ever has to be considered at any gate 

in the network. 

Factor 1 limits the number of FOSs which must be 

simulated at each gate. By this limitation, the number of 

FOSs simulated at each gate is usually much less than the 

total number of FOSs. The second Factor implies that one 

element in a FOS vector may represent more than one FOSs if 

no two of these FOSs belong to the same subnetwork. This 

factor also gives a piece of important information for 

implementation. The surrogate fault propagation process is 

developed according to the parallel simulation strategy 

based on these two factors. The way to assign the FOS 

vector is not unique. The strategy used in the 

implementation, First Fit strategy, does not guarantee to 

generate a best assignment of FOS vector. The assignment is 

usually, though not always, optimal. 

According to the traditional definition of parallel 

simulation, each element in a surrogate fault set represents 
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one FOS. Every surrogate fault set has the number of 

elements which is equal to the total number of FOSs in the 

network. In the process, parallel simulator simulates all 

FOSs simultaneously. However, from Factor 2, an element in a 

surrogate fault set may represent more than one FOS as long 

as any two of them do not belong to the same subnetwork. 

Therefore, the restriction in the parallel simulation, the 

FOSs in the network and the elements in a surrogate fault 

set correspond one to one, is lessened as follows: 

Restriction 1: Only those FOSs which belong to the same 

subnetwork must be represented by different elements in a 

surrogate fault set. 

Thus if gates are shared, the surrogate fault sets 

associated with them are also shared by more than one 

subnetwork. To simplify the FOS vector simulation, apply 

restriction 2 as fallows 

Restriction 2: Any FOS must be represented by one and 

only one element in a surrogate fault set. 

Suppose there are F sets, corresponding one to one to 

FOSs in the network. Elements in each set represent the 

subnetworks to which the FOS belong. Obviously, if the 

intersection of two sets is empty, the FOSs associated with 

these sets do not belong to the same subnetwork. Therefore 

they may be represented by the same element in the surrogate 
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fault set. On the other hand, if the intersection is not 

empty, the FOSs associated with the sets must be represented 

by different elements in a surrogate fault set. The 

algorithm that assigns the elements in a surrogate fault set 

to FOSs is given in Fig 2.7. 

SET: SCi), i range from 1 to F, F equals the number of FOSs 
in the network. 

for i = 2 to F 
for j = 1 to i-I 

if intersection S(j) and SCi) is empty 
combine S(j) and SCi) 

end if 
end for 

end for 
assign the same element in the FOS vector to represent 
the FOSs associated with the same set. 
For each fanout free region, find its FOS vector size. 

Fig. 2.7 FOS vector assignment algorithm 

First, combine the sets whose associated FOSs do not 

belong to the same subnetworks. Therefore, each set 

represents one or more FOSs, but no two FOSs represented by 

same set belong to the same subnetwork after this step. 

Next assign elements in the surrogate fault set one by one 

to the combined sets. Thus no two FOSs belonging to the 

same subnetwork are represented by the same element in the 

FOS vector. One FOS corresponds to one and only one element 

in a surrogate fault set. The assignment of FOS vectors 

satisfies both restrictions. Notice that all gates in the 
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same FFR have the same size surrogate fault set. Assign the 

size of the surrogate fault set to each FFR instead of to 

each gate at the final step in algorithm. The total number 

of calculation with this assignment is 

N = F*Rf*G*Rd/(S*W) 

Rd is the rate of FOS to RFOS. It is related to Rg but 

relatively much smaller. The more NRFOS, the more 

duplicated gates in the partitioned network. Since Rd is 

usually less than 2, the size of the surrogate fault set in 

the network without partitioning has the same order as the 

one in the partitioned network. All other variables have 

the same definition as before. 

One may ignore the NRFOSs and use the same algorithm to 

assign the FOS vector. It may reduce the size of the 

surrogate fault set. The main reason for including NRFOS is 

that no gate is shared by different FFRs. utilizing NRFOS 

makes it possible to assign faul ts consecutively for each 

FFR. This fault assignment makes subsequent execution of 

backward fault collection procedure more efficient. A study 

eliminating the NRFOS was contemplated but not carried out 

due to time and funding limitations. 

A dynamic fault reduction method could be an 

alternative. The typical strategy is deductive simulation. 

At each gate, simulator evaluate the only surrogate faults 

which affect the gate input pins. In the meantime a 
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deductive simulator may not be able to take the advantage of 

word oriented operation. comparing the method with the one 

in last paragraph, deductive strategy shows its advantage 

only at the gate to which less than F*Rf/(2*S*W) surrogate 

faults affect. Personally, I believe that majority gates 

(not include the gates which are not affected by any FOS) do 

not satisfy this situation. Therefore, the method in the 

last paragraph is selected for implementation in the new 

version. But it would be interesting to implement using 

deductive strategy and compare the execution speeds. 

2.3.1.3.2 Gate Reduction 

A surrogate fault set may change when the gate input 

values change or the surrogate fault sets associated with 

input gate change. Based on conventional experimental 

results, a small minority of the gate outputs change at each 

test period. Therefore the possibility of inputs change at a 

gate is not high. The possibility that FOS pin changes is 

even smaller. Changing network input values leads to the 

change of gate outputs. The density of gates whose outputs 

change distributes from higher to lower along the direction 

from the input edge to the output edge. The density of 

gates which are affected by FOSs distributes from high to 

lower in the reverse direction. So generally the majority 

surrogate fault sets do not change at a test period. Based 

on the above discussion, we have a principle for surrogate 

fault set evaluation. 
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changed Input or surrogate fault set only Principle 

(CISO): A surrogate fault set is selected as a candidate to 

evaluate if and only if either the gate inputs have changed 

or the surrogate fault sets associated with its fan-in gates 

have changed. 

In implementation we assign a variable, event, with 

each gate to indicate if either input values or surrogate 

fault sets of the fan-in gate have changed. The simulator 

evaluate the variable, event, at each gate to decide whether 

or not operates on the surrogate fault set. If the output 

value or surrogate fault set of a gate changed, the 

simulators set the variable event associated with its 

parents. 

For some gate FOSs affect a part of input pins and 

unaffected input pins may block the gate. For instance a 0 

input blocks a AND gate or a 1 input blocks a OR gate. The 

surrogate fault set of a blocked gate is then empty. The 

simulator takes the advantage at the blocked gate and cleans 

the surrogate fault set directly. 

We also notice that a blocked gate performans exactly 

as a gate which is not affected by any FOS. So a gate which 

has more fan-in gates blocked is more likely to be blocked 

itself. Therefore the previous gate is as more chance to be 

blocked. The calculation will be simpler because the 

consideration of the surrogate fault set associated with a 
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blocked gate is unnecessary. In addition some FOSs are not 

affected by others. These FOS gate may be treated as 

blocked nodes if they are not transmit sensitive. The more 

gate blocked, the more execution time saved. Unfortunately, 

this part has not been implemented in the current version 

and left for future work. 

2.3.1.4 The Forward Simulation Principles 

Definition 2.11: a gate is a locally sensitive if it is 

either transmit sensitive or live sensitive. 

A gate state may be represented by three phases, the 

output value of the good network, locally sensitive, and 

previous status of associated surrogate fault set. The 

changing of an input value may affect anyone of three 

phases of the gate state. A change the transmit sensitivity 

and associated surrogate fault set is caused by the 

modification of the locally sensitivity and associated 

surrogate fault set associated with fan-in gate 

respectively. 

Candidate Gate Candidate Element of Triplet only (CGC) 

principle: A gate is candidate gate to evaluate only if its 

input gate' state changed between two applied test pattern. 

A phase in this gate is selected as Candidate phase if the 

corresponding phase in an input gate changed during the 

current test period. Only the candidate phase in a 

candidate gate is evaluated. 
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Candidate Once only (COO) principle: A candidate, 

either a FFR or a gate, is evaluated once only in the 

process. 

2.3.2 Reverse Fault Deductive 

The reverse fault propagation consists of two passes, 

the sensitive FFR identification and reverse fault 

propagation. The first pass compares the good network output 

of each subnetwork to the fault networks to identify the 

sensitive FFRs. At each sensitive FFR the second pass 

traces the sensitive path backward starting at the FOS, and 

adds all picked faults to the potential sensitive fault sets 

associated with the subnetworks to which the FFR sensitive. 

2.3.2.1 sensitive FFR Identification 

The entire network is stored in the form of FFR IS 

after FFR partitioning has been complished. FFRs and the 

gates in a FFR are as ranged in the order such that, when 

simulating from bottom up, all inputs of a FFR or gate being 

processing are available. 

While partitioning the entire network into FFRs, we 

create two tables. One maps subnetwork to FFR (STOF) and 

another maps FFR to subnetwork (FTOS). STOF table keeps the 

subnetwork structures by linking FFRs to subnetworks. The 

fault simulator references this table whenever a subnetwork 

structure information is required. For instance, locate the 

sensitive FFR in the node list after comparing the good 
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network output against to the fault network output at each 

SO. This is a stable table which never changes after being 

built. 

An FFR in a partitioned network may contribute to 

several subnetworks. For a given test pattern, A FOS may 

be sensitive to a set of subnetworks to which it belongs. 

It may be ignored by a fault simulator for a combinational 

logical network, in which the sensitive faults in a FFR are 

detected if the surrogate fault reaches any output edge of 

the network. However in a fault simulator for sequential 

circuits, a FOS is usually only sensitive to SOs. Some 

sensitive faults in the FFR may be multiple stored or 

compound faults. Therefore the sensi ti ve faults in a 

sensitive FFR are not necessarily detected by the applied 

test pattern. To avoid unnecessary application of reverse 

simulation on a multiple sensitive FFR, we design FTOS table 

to map the sensitive FFRs to the subnetworks to which they 

are sensi ti ve. Table FTOS is a dynamic table. It keeps 

relationship information from sensitive FOSs to subnetworks. 

It may change from time to time. 

In this process the simulator compares the good network 

output to the fault network output at a subnetwork output to 

find the sensitive surrogate faults. Then it looks up the 

STOF Table to get the FFRs corresponding to the sensitive 

surrogate faults which are associated with a transmit 

sensitive FOS, and stores the subnetwork identification at 
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the slots corresponding the sensitive FFRs in the FTOS 

Table. The reverse fault propagation will collect the 

sensitive faults in a sensitive FFR and add the picked 

faults into the potential sensitive fault sets associated 

wi th the subnetworks to which the FFR is sensi ti ve. It 

satisfies the following principle: 

sensitive FFRs only principle (SFO): For a given test 

pattern, a FFR is selected to be processed if and only if 

its associated surrogate fault is sensitive to a subnetwork 

and some undetected faults in the FFR are sensitive to the 

FOS. 

2.3.2.2 Reverse Fault Collection 

Based on conventional experiments, we find that only a 

small part of the faults in a network are detected by each 

test pattern. Generally most FOSs are not sensitive to a 

subnetwork for a given test pattern. While more and more 

faults are being detected, the possibility that there is an 

undetected sensitive fault in a sensitive path drops 

rapidly. After 70 percent of the total faults in a network 

are detected, most FFRs associated wi th sensitive FOSs do 

not have any undetected fault which are sensi ti ve to the 

FOS. In addition, only few gate states are changed between 

two consecutive applied test patterns. Based on the above 

experimental results, we define following principles. 
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sensitive Path with Undetected Fault only principle 

(SPUFO): A sensitive path in a sensitive FFR is traced only 

if there is any provoked undetected fault on it. 

Live sensitive Gate Only principle (LSGO): The faults 

are collected only at the live sensitive gates on a 

sensi ti ve path. Therefore the fault simulator propagates 

only the potential sensitive fault to either a PO or SO. 

The simulator starts at the FOS and trace backward 

along the transmit sensitive wires branch by branch. There 

is at least one undetected fault on a branch. Two stacks 

are designed to store the begins of the sensitive and 

uncertain sensitive branches respectively. Whenever the 

simulator meets a gate with an unknown input on the branch 

it pushes the fan-in node into the stack for uncertain 

branches. If a fork is met, the simulator traces one of 

branches and push others into the stack for the sensitive 

branches. The sensitive branches have preference. At each 

live sensitive node, the simulator collects the provoked 

fault. The simulator ends processing the FFR until both 

stacks are empty. 

2.3.2.3 Conclusion 

The three principles mentioned in the previous two 
• 

sections restrict the FFRs, Sensitive paths, and sensitive 

gates to be simulated based on two ideas. First the 

simulation time is correlated to gate number. The less 
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gates to be simulated, the more execution time to be saved. 

The principles dynamically omits the part of circuit which 

is not of interest in the current test period. Second, to 

modify the fault dictionary and stored fault list for each 

SO requires only the sensitive fault information. The more 

non-sensitive faults which are properly extracted, the 

faster the simulator runs. 
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2.4 Exception Process 

Some faults in a potential sensitive fault set are 

mul tiply stored and compound faults. When a single fault 

reconverges at a gate, the effects of the fault may cancel 

each other, or affect the gate output which is not affected 

by anyone of them. Therefore, a multiply stored or compound 

fault is not necessarily sensitive to an output even through 

it is present in its potential sensitive fault set. On the 

other hand, a multiple stored or compound fault which is not 

present in a potential sensitive fault set may be sensitive 

to the output. So we call the multiply stored and compound 

faults as exceptions and have a specific procedure to handle 

them. 

Before processing the exceptions, they must be 

identified from each secondary input. The exceptions stored 

in a SI are picked up and moved to the exception set. The 

simulator creates an exception set for an element when an 

exception is either provoked or propagated through it. We 

take advantage of the word oriented operation for set 

calculation. A deductive based strategy is applied to 

propagate the exceptions later in the procedure. 

2.4.1 Exception Identification 

Each memory element is associated with a stored fault 

set and an exception set. The elements in a stored fault set 

are the sensitive faults which are sensitive to the memory 

element at the last test period. The exception set is used 
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to store the exceptions of the current test period. 

As discussed in the section 2.2, the gate state is 

decided only by the states of the other gates in the same 

subnetwork. The state of a gate at another subnetwork does 

not affect the gate at all. Therefore, only the multiple 

stored and compound faults can converge. Only these faults 

have to be considered. According to the definitions in the 

section 2 • 1, 

defined on a 

the multiple stored and compound faults are 

subnetwork. The possibility that a fault is 

stored in multiple memory elements which are secondary 

inputs to the same subnetwork is much smaller than in a set 

of arbitrary memory elements. To identify exceptions by 

individual subnetwork greatly decreases the average size of 

exception set. However, the duplicate operations on shared 

SI 's is a drawback for the identification of multiple 

stored faults. In spite of the disadvantage, we select this 

method for the implementation. 

As an alternative method one can identify the multiply 

stored faults of the entire network. The probability that a 

faul t been multiply stored into a set of arbitrary memory 

elements is fairly high. Obviously, the execution speed of 

the exception process is going to be slowed down for larger 

exception sets. However, one may argue that the exception 

set size is diminishing as the number of detected faults 

increases, and without the duplicate operations on the 

shared SI' s the time spent to identify the exceptions is 
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less than it would be on the partitioned network. 

A easy solution for identifying the multiple stored 

faul t is comparing each two of stored fault sets for each 

subnetwork. The common faults are the multiple stored 

faul ts. For aNSI's subnetwork, the total number of set 

comparisons is equal to 

N*(N-l)/2. 

At which memory elements a fault is multiply stored is 

not useful information. The important message is which 

faults are the multiply stored faults. Suppose we add all 

stored fault sets together to form a new set for all stored 

faults. A multiple stored fault must be added more than once 

to the new set. An alternative solution utilizes two 

temporary sets for all stored faults and exceptions 

respectively. For ease of expression, we designate them as 

the total stored fault set and the total exception set. 

Before adding a stored fault set to total store fault set, 

the simulator picks out the common faults in both sets. The 

picked faults are the multiply stored faults, and they are 

added into the total exception fault set. At the end of the 

procedure, the total exception set includes all multiply 

stored faults in the subnetwork. 

The compound faults are the faul ts in the subnetwork 

which are also stored in its SIts. An undetected fault set 

which stores all undetected faults in a subnetwork is 
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designed to be associated with each subnetwork. A stored 

fault in a SI is a compound fault while this fault is also 

present in the undetected fault set associated wi th the 

subnetwork. The simulator compares the undetected fault set 

with the total stored fault set, picks the common faults in 

the two sets and adds them to the total exception set. 

The common faults in each stored fault set of a SI and 

the total exception set are the exceptions stored in that 

SI. The cost of this method for aNSI's subnetwork is 3*N 

set operations. Comparing the two methods, when a subnetwork 

has more than 7 SI 's, the first method needs less set 

operations than the second one. Since a subnetwork usually 

has more than 7 SIts, we selected the second method for the 

both versions. 

In the exception process, the simulator pays specific 

attention to the gate where a compound fault occurs. In an 

ordinary network, normally only a few compound faults exist 

at each test period. To avoid unnecessary operations, the 

simulator marks the pins with a compound fault in the 

exception identification process. The special operations for 

a compound fault at next step will be applied only at the 

marked pins. Figure 2.8 shows the algorithm of exception 

identification. 
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set: undetected_fault(subnetwork_#), stored_fault(SI_#), 
total_stored_fault, total_exception, exception (SI_#) 
For all subnetworks 

clean total_stored_fault, total_exception 
For all SIts in the subnetwork 

total_exception = total_exception or 
stored_fault (SI) and total_stored_fault 

total stored fault = total stored fault or 
-stored:fault(SI) - -

end for 
total exception = total stored fault and 

undetected_fault(subnetwork) or total_exception 
mark compound faults for current subnetwork 
For all SIts in the subnetwork 

exception(SI) = stored_fault(SI) and 
total exception 

end for -
end for 

Figure 2.8 Exception Identification Algorithm 

All exceptions in each subnetwork are eliminated from 

the potential sensitive fault set associated with the 

subnetwork. 

2.4.2 Exception Propagation 

This step propagates the identified exceptions from 

SIts to the output edge using a deductive based strategy. In 

this step, the old version simulator propagates the 

exceptions on each subnetwork separately. The simulator of 

the new version works on the entire network to avoid 

duplicate set operation on the subnetwork shared elements. 

However every element has to be checked as to whether or not 

it is affected by any exception, even through it belongs to 
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the subnetworks with no exception stored in their SIts. In 

spite of this disadvantage, to propagate the exceptions on 

the whole network always take less execution time than to do 

so on the partitioned network for our examples. 

2.4.2.1 set Operations 

We compute the exception set associated with gate 

output from the gate inputs and exception sets associated 

with them. At each gate, the operation on an exception set 

depends on the type of the gate and the value of the input 

pin with which the exception set associated. All elements in 

an exception set may be one of three values: true, false and 

unknown. The value true indicates that the corresponding 

faul t network value is different from that of the good 

network. The value false indicates no difference between the 

faul t network and good network output. An element in an 

exception set is unknown when the corresponding fault 

network output is unknown. 

Even though the simulator is deductive, we are using 

individual bits to represent the single faults. We use a 

capital letter to represent an exception set which is 

associated with a pin with value 0; and a small letter to 

represent one associated with a pin with value 1. 

Let's consider an AND gate with good network output o. 

Only the exceptions which are the common faults in all 

exception sets associated with 0 inputs may be propagated 

through the gate. These exceptions must not appear in any 
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exception set associated with 1 inputs. By the set Operation 

formula, the exception set associated with the gate output 

is equals to: 

o = (A and Band C and ••• ) and A(a or b or 7 or ••• ) 
= A and Band C and .•• and Aa and Ab and c ••• 

A, B, C ••• represent exception sets associated with input 

pins with value Os. a, b, c •• represent exception sets 

associated with input pins with value 1. 

If the gate output value of the good network is 1, all 

faul ts in the exception sets associated with inputs pass 

through the gate. Its Set Operation formula is shown as 

o = a or b or c ••.• 

For a OR type gate whose good network output value is 

1, the common faults in the exception sets associated with 1 

input pins which are not in any exception set associated 

with a 0 input pin are propagated though the gate. The Set 

operation formula for a OR gate with 1 output is 

o = (a and band c and ••• ) and A(A or B or C or ••• ) 
= a and band c and ••• and AA and AB and AC and ••• 

If the output of the good network is 0, all exceptions 

in the exception sets associated with the inputs are 

propagated through the gate output. The exception sets 

associated with the inputs are added together to form the 
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exception set for the output. 

0'= A or B or C or ••• 

The set operation formulas for the NAND and NOR gates 

are similar to the AND and OR gate with proper phase. For 

example, the formula for an AND gate with 1 output is the 

same as the formula for an NAND gate with 0 output. 

In spite of what the good network output value is, the 

same exceptions in the different exception sets associated 

with an Exclusive Or gate inputs can not pass through the 

gate. The exception set associated with the gate output pin 

is calculated by the formula 

0(0) = A(a) exor B(b) 

If a gate input value of good network is unknown, the 

faul t in exception set with the output must be unknown in 

spite of gate type. We do ignore the gate with output value 

unknown. We compare the fault network output to the good 

network with only a certain value. The gate whose output is 

unknown never sensitize the subnetwork output with a output 

value either 0 or 1. 

2.4.2.2 Gate Reduction 

Practically, the exceptions do not affect every pin in 

the network. with more and more fault are detected, the 

number of exceptions are reduced as the number of stored 
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faults decreases. After most faults are detected, many SIts 

store no exceptions. Primary input and the SIts with no 

stored exceptions may block some gates and allow no 

exception to be propagated through them. These blocked gates 

may block some other gates and so on. 

Notice that the exception sets associated with the 

blocked gates are not necessarily empty. A compound fault 

with the opposite phase to the good network output might lay 

on the output pin. This compound fault must be added into 

the exception set associated with the output pin and the 

exception set will be not empty any more. 

Some gates are not blocked and have some non empty 

exception sets associated with their input pins. However the 

probability that no exception is propagated through them 

still exists and, therefore, the exception sets associated 

with these gate output pins may be empty. Some others 

exception sets may be empty because no exception affects any 

input of these gates. All output pins with an empty 

exception set perform exactly the same as blocked gates and 

may block other gates when no compound fault on it. 

The other necessary condition for an output pin to 

block another gate is that the output pin value determines 

the output value of blocked gate. For instance, the output 

pin with value 0 fans out to an AND gate or 1 fans out to 

an OR gate. Fig 2.9 shows a set of examples of how to 

determine the blocked gate. 
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Definition 2.121 If the qood network output of a qate 

is determined by an input which associated exception set is 

empty, this qate is desiqned as a blocked gate. 

A candidate qate to have a set operation must be a non 
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Fiq. 2.9 Evaluation of Blocked Gate 

blocked qate and have at least one non empty exception set 

associated with one of its input pins. We assiqn a one bit 
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variable for each input pin to indicate whether a non empty 

exception set is associated with that input pin. Another one 

bit variable for each input pin is designed to indicates if 

there is the compound fault on the input pin. 

The simulator checks whether the gate is a candidate by 

evaluating variables for the exception set, compound fault 

and input value. For example, an AND gate, the exception set 

associated wi th an input with no compound fault on it is 

empty and the good network value of this input is 0, then 

this gate is a blocked gate and, therefore, it is not a 

candidate to simulate. 

For a candidate gate, the simulator checks if any 

compound fault exists on an input pin. If so, and the 

compound fault has opposite phase to the pin value, the 

simulator adds the fault into the exception set associated 

with that input pin. If that input pin is not affected by 

other exceptions and with no exception set is associated 

with it, the simulator will create one for it to handle the 

fault. If the compound fault has the same phase as the input 

pin value, the simulator eliminates the fault from the 

exception set, if there is one, of that input. 

After all exception sets associated with inputs are 

ready, the simulator calculates the exception set for the 

gate output based on the set operation formula. Selection of 

set operation formula depends on the gate type and output 

value of the good network. If the gate is not on s sensitive 
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path, the exception set of the output is usually empty. 

In spite of whether or not it is a candidate gate, the 

simulator must check if any compound fault exists at the 

output pin. A compound fault with the opposite phase to the 

output value of the good network must be added to the 

exception set associated with the output. If the exception 

set does not exist, the simulator will generate one for this 

fault. The compound fault with the same phase as the output 

value of the good network must be omitted from the exception 

set associated with the output. 

If the exception set associated with gate output is not 

empty, the simulator will set the variables for all gate to 

which its output fans out. This variable indicates there is 

a non empty set associated with the pin. The simulator 

resets variables of current gate which indicate the 

exception set and compound fault conditions before begin 

with another gate. 

The exception set and the potential sensitive fault set 

of a subnetwork together make up of sensitive fault set for 

the subnetwork. The fault in the sensitive fault sets 

associated with primary output are detected in the current 

test period. All others refer to the connection to memory 

elements. The next section introduces the detail of how to 

compute the stored fault sets for memory elements. 
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2.5 Stored Fault Set Calculation 

The present AHPL hardware compiler generates a circuit 

using the D flip flop only. Therefore, the D flip flop is 

the only kind of memory element allowed in this simulator 

for now. 

The inputs of a memory element connect to the secondary 

outputs. A sensitive fault set associated with each SO 

collects all its sensitive faults in the subnetwork for the 

current test period. To compute the stored fault set for a 

memory element requires information of the inputs and output 

value of the good network as additional. We use letter D to 

represent the sensitive fault set associated with the data 

input pin of a memory element; C to represent the sensitive 

fault set associated with the control pin of a memory 

element; and a to represent the stored fault set of a memory 

element which elements are the faults stored at the last 

test period. 

The rest of this section will be used to discuss the 

set operation formulas for different pin value combination 

of a memory element. 

1. All three pin values of a memory element are O. The 

common faults in set D and set C may be stored in the memory 

element. The fault stored in the memory element in the last 

test period will still be stored there while it is not 

present in set c. 

2. The both data input and control input are 0 but the 
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output is 1. The faults in set C which are not present in 

set D may be stored in set o. All faults stored in set 0 in 

the last test period will stay there if they are not present 

in set c. 

3. The data input and the output are 0 and the control 

input is 1. The faults in set D but in set C will be stored 

in the :memory element for this test period. The common 

faul ts in set 0 and set C will be stored in the memory 

element. 

4. The data input is 0 and both control input and 

output are 1. The faults in set D and not in set C will be 

stored in the memory element. The fault in set C which did 

not store in the memory element in the last test period will 

be stored this time. 

5. The data input is 1 and both control input and 

output are o. The stored faults for current test period 

include the faults in set C but present in set D and the 

faults in set 0 but present in set C. 

6. The both data input and output are 1 and the control 

input is o. The common faults in set D and set C will be 

stored in the memory element in this test period. The faults 

stored in the last test period are still be stored in the 

memory element this time if they are not present in the set 

c. 

7. The both data input and control input are 1 and the 

output value is o. The faults in set D but in set C will be 
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stored in the memory element. The faults in set C which are 

not present in set 0 will be stored in memory element also. 

8. All three pin values are 1. The fault in set D but 

in set C will be stored in the memory element. The faults 

stored in memory element last clock period and also present 

in set C this time will be stay in the stored fault set for 

the current test period. 

The set operation formulas to compute the stored fault 

set are listed in the following table. 

Data Ctl Output Formula 

a 
a 
a 
a 
1 
1 
1 
1 

a 
a 
1 
1 
a 
a 
1 
1 

a 
1 
a 
1 
a 
1 
a 
1 

D and C or 0 and AC 
AD and C or 0 and AC 
D and AC or 0 and AC 
D and AC or AO and C 
AD and C or 0 and AC 
D and C or 0 and AC 
D and AC or AO and C 
D and AC or C and 0 

Table 2.1 set Operation Formula for Stored Fault set 

Depending on the discussion before, no set operation 

takes place on a memory element while its good network value 

is unknown. If either input (D or clock) value of a memory 

element is unknown, all sets except those associated with 

the unknown input pin together form the stored fault set. 

All faults in the stored fault set are uncertain faults. 

It is interesting to propagate all stored faults 
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instead of the exceptions only. The process of exception 

identification is unnecessary in this method, but the 

execution time to simulate the stored fault will increase. 

This method may take the advantage of the circuits which 

have lot of compound faults. 
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CHAPTER III 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation of SFSSE is introduced in this 

chapter. section 3.1 describes the data structure of SFSSE 

which includes all important variables declared in the 

program and their utilization. In the next section, a simple 

explanation is given to the stage 3 output, the network 

list. The fault collapsing and assignment program are 

introduced in section 3.3. The rest of sections are 

utilized to explain the implementation of Block A, B, and C 

respectively. 

3.1 Data structure 

The information required by the simulator during the 

process will be represented by one record list, five tables 

and six lists. The tables and list and the linkages between 

them are described. These constitute the data structure of 

the simulator. 

3.1.1 Record List (NODE_LIST) 

The NODE LIST is designed to store the circuit 

description. Each record in the list represents a node in 

the network list, which could be an input, an output, a 

memory element or a gate. All records have the same size but 

different fields. The information about a gate required by 

simUlation will be retrieved at or through the corresponding 
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inputs for example, 

various size message. 

stored indirectly. 
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A fixed size message, the number of 

occupies one field in a record and a 

A stored fault set for example, is 

The first two records in the array are reserved for 

constant inputs, logical one and zero. The subsequent 

regions are primary input, flip flop, primary output, 

subnetwork and node region in order. 

Every record has two common fields , NAME and TAG, and 

each of them takes a word in the host computer. The field 

NAME is used to store the node number generated by stage 3 

of the hardware compiler. The field TAG is shared by all bit 

width information. The first three bits are used to store 

gate type, the next four bits for good network values of 

most recent two test periods. Bits eight and nine indicate 

whether a compound fault on the output pin, and bit ten 

shows whether the gate is a reconvergent fanout gate. 

All the records except the primary output records have 

an OUTPUT field which consists of two pointers to the output 

list, OLIST; One points to the beginning of its output 

segment and the other points to the end. A field, NOM_OUT, 

is used to store the number of gate outputs. 

The AHPL hardware compiler limits the maximum number 

of gate inputs to six. Except for a primary input, each 

record has a field INPUT for inputs up to six and a field 

NUM IN for the number of inputs. These records also have 
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fields to picture the input status such as EVENT, FP, 

FP_VECTOR, ZEROS, ONES, DIRTY_VECTOR and IN_VECTOR. EVENT 

indicates the modification of the output values, surrogate 

fault sets and fault points of input gate. Field FP_VECTOR 

shows the fan-in gates on which FPs have been set. 

DIRTY_VECTOR shows the inputs on which the surrogate fault 

sets has changed. FP is the fault pointer of the gate. 

ZEROS and ONES indicate the number of inputs with value 0 

and 1 respectively . IN_VECTOR is an input vector in which 

each bit represents an input. 

A surrogate fault set is implemented using a vector in 

the program. Each vector consists of one or more words and 

each two bits in a word represent a surrogate fault network. 

The field REC_VECTOR, REC_FAULT show the address and size of 

the associated surrogate fault set, and REC LOCATION shows 

which bit pair in the vector represents the surrogate fault 

network for the FFR to which the gate belongs. REC VECTOR 

is a pointer to a list, REC_LIST, used to implement 

surrogate fault sets. 

Each record has a set of fields to store the fault 

information. WHERE SAO and WHERE SAl are used to store the - -
fault on the output pin; and SAO and SAl are used to store 

the fault on input pins. Two cells in the field 

FAULT_VECTOR point to the fault vector list at the beginning 

and end of the exception set. 

A record corresponding to a fanout node has a field to 
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point to where the FFR is in the FFR table. FLT_LIST field 

points to a segment in the Fault List where all undetected 

single faults in the FFR are listed. 

There is a map from a subnetwork to the FFRs. All FFRs 

which belong to the subnetwork are linked together in order 

as they appear in the surrogate set. The FANOUT_LIST and 

TAIL_FANOUT_LIST fields in each subnetwork record point to 

the head and tail of this linked list. The field INPUT LIST 

in each subnetwork record points to a segment in the input 

list, ILIST, where the network' s secondary inputs are 

stored. 

Each record corresponding to a memory element has two 

fields, STORED_FLT and CURSTD and both of them are pointers. 

STORED_FLT points to a stored fault set, a collection of 

faults stored in the last test period. CURSTD points to a 

set which collects current stored faults. During simulation 

a stored fault set for the last test period may still be 

required after the new one has been generated. 

3.1.2 output Table (OLIST) 

The output table, OLIST, a two column table, pOints to 

the gate and its input pin to which it fans out 

respectively. The entire list is divided into many segments, 

one per node. The size of each segment is decided by the 

number of gate outputs with which it coordinates. For 

example, Fig. 3.2 shows a gate fans out to two gates. 
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3.1.3 Reconvergent Fault List and FOS Input Table 

The gate affected by a surrogate fault is associated 

with a surrogate fault set. In the program the set is 

implemented using a segment in the Reconverge Fault List 

(REC_LIST) and each bit pair in a segment represents a 

surrogate fault network. A field , REC_VECTOR, in a gate 

record points to the segment. Another field, REC_FAULT, is 

used to store the segment size. FOS_INPUT is a 7 column 
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table. Each row corresponds to a node. The address of the 

surrogate segment of the input gates are stored in each 

column ending with an O. 

3.1.3 Detected Fault List (DETECTED_FAULT) 

Each bit in this one dimensional list represents a 

single fault. The position where a fault is in the detected 

fault list is the same as the fault number. The original 

value of a bit is 0 and is set to 1 after corresponding 

fault is detected. 

3.1.4 Fault List (F_LIST) 

A record associated with a fanout stem node has a 

pointer to a segment in F_LIST which collects all undetected 

faults in the FFR. F LIST is a two column list. One column 

is used to store the word number where the fault appears in 

the detected fault list and the corresponding bit is set in 

the other column. 

3.1.5 Fault vector List (FAULT_VECTOR_LIST) 

The fault vector list is a storage pool. The elements 

of this list are used to construct exception sets, stored 

faul t sets and sensi ti ve fault sets. At the end of each 

test period all elements for the useless sets are returned 

to the pool. The fault vector list has three columns, one 

for the word number and the other two for the value. The 

fault 321 as an example is shown in Fig. 3.3. 
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Fig. 3.3 Fault Vector Format 

3.1.6 FFR table (FFR) 

The FFR table is a 10 column table. Each row 

corresponds to a fanout free region. The first two columns 

point to the first and the last node of the FFR in 

NODE_LIST. All subnetworks to which the surrogate fault has 

been sensitized are stored in a linked list. Column 3 and 4 

are the head and tail of this linked list. Column 7 and 8 

are the pointer to point the head and tail of the fos table 

segment, where the subnetworks to which the FFR belongs are 

listed. Columns 5 and 6 are used to store segment bound of 

the fault list of the FFR. Column 9 and 10 are the head and 

tail of another linked list where the uncertain sensitized 

(the faulty network value is unknown) subnetworks are 

listed. 

3.1.7 Dirty Vector List (DIRVEC) 

Each word in this one dimensional list corresponds to a 

node in the NODE_LIST. If an effect of an exception appears 

at an input, the corresponding bit in the word is set. 

3.1.8 Compound Fault List (COMPIN) 

COMPIN is a linear list. Each word in this list 

corresponds to a node in the NODE_LIST. The bit in a word 
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is set when a compound fault exists on the input of the 

corresponding gate. The word in COMPIN and DIRVEC and 

IN_VECTOR in the node together determine whether or not the 

node has to be evaluated. 

3.1.9 Fault Table (F_TABLE) 

The fault table is a two column table mapping from 

faul ts to nodes. Each row in the table coordinates to a 

single fault. The first column is used to store the node 

where the fault is, and the second column indicates at which 

pin the fault is. 

3.1.10 FFR to Subnetwork List (FOS) 

This is a two column list which consists of segments. 

Each segment corresponds to an FFR and the column 7 and 8 of 

the slot for the FFR in the FFR Table point to the head and 

tail of the segment. The first column is used to store the 

subnetwork to which the FFR belongs and the second column to 

store the element in the surrogate fault set which 

represents the FOS associated with the FFR. 

3.2 Stage 3 Output 

The Stage 3 output is a text file. It consists of two 

sections, a declaration section and an element section. The 

declaration section includes the following information: 

inputs, outputs, and memory elements list and the numbers of 

different type elements. The second part is the wire list 

of the network. It lists all the elements and connections 
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among the elements in the network. 

The first line in the declaration section has only one 

column which is designates the size of this· section. The 

second line has eight columns and includes: the number of 

total elements, the number of memory elements, the number of 

control elements, the number of inputs, the number of 

outputs, the number of non-memory elements, constant logical 

value true, and constant logical value false. The rest of 

the section is devoted to the elements declared in the AHPL 

description. The first column is the element name which is 

the same as designated in the AHPL description. The second 

column is the line number specifying where the element is in 

the element section. The line numbers of external input are 

either greater than the number for constant logical true or 

less than the number for constant logical false. The memory 

elements occupy the beginning section of the element section 

and the output elements occupy the end section. Column 3 

and 4 define the row and column where the element is in the 

declared variable in the AHPL description. 

The element section consists of three parts, the memory 

element segment, gate segment, and output segment. Each 

line in all segments has seven columns. The first column 

contains the type of the element. The remaining six columns 

are used for the fan-in elements. This limits the number of 

fan-in gates to six. if the number of inputs of an element 

is less than six, the rest of the columns are filled with o. 
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3.3 simulation circumstance Preparation 

The nodes are organized in order to make the simulation 

convenient. As mentioned before, the first two nodes in the 

node list are reserved for the constant inputs, logical 0 

and 1; and sequentially followed by: primary inputs, memory 

elements, primary outputs, and subnetwork outputs to the 

memory elements. The section from the first node of the list 

to the last node of the memory element region is the input 

section. The section fro:n the first node in the memory 

element region to the last node in the primary output region 

is the output section. From the first node in primary 

output region to the end of subnetwork output region is the 

subnetwork output section. 

The nodes in the gate region are carefully organized in 

order to simUlate sequentially from bottom up in the gate 

region: 

1. Whenever the simulator operates on a gate, all its 

fan-in gates have been simulated. 

2. All gates in the same FFR have to be listed one 

after another in the node list. 

Each FFR is pointed to by the first two columns of the 

corresponding row in the FFR Table. 

The algorithm shown in Fig. 3.4 organizes the node list 

based on the network list generated by stage 3 of the 

hardware compiler. The entire process consists of three 
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passes. Pass A (INPFIL) reads the stage 3 output into a 

linked list array and lays out the first four regions 

without any connection among the nodes. It counts the number 

of outputs for each gate. Pass B (CLFIL) organizes the gate 

region in the node list. The position of each node in the 

node list is decided here. It links the node by the inputs 

only. The last pass (CONFIG) assigns the output segment for 

each node depending on the number of gate outputs. It 

figures out the output nodes for each gate based on the 

content of the network list, which is connected by inputs 

only, and fills the outputs into its output segment. 

3.4 Fault Assignment 

Since the test generation information processing is 

somewhat proportional to the number of faults to be 

considered, the simulator provides for the convenience of 

users three different degrees of fault collapse. The 

procedure used to reduce the faults is based on the fault 

equivalence and fault dominance relations in the given 

network. 

In the first degree of fault collapse, only the fault 

dominance relations are considered at each gate 

individually. All stuck-at-O faults at input pins of an AND 

gate are dominated by the stuck-at-O fault at its output 

pin. The stuck-at-O faults at input pins are dominated by 

the stuck-at-l fault at the output pin for a NAND gate. The 

stuck-at-l faults at input pins are dominated by the stuck-



INPFIL: 
read in first line for the number of inputs, outputs, 
memory elements and so on. 
allocate regions 
read in inputs, memory elements and outputs 
repeat { 

read in new line for current node and save the data 
update the record for appearing frequency of inputs 

} until end of file 
allocate subnetwork region by evaluating the 
inputs of memory elements. 

Pass a 

CLFIL: 
FS a set for fanout node which have not been processed 
STACK a stack for ordinary gate in the processing FFR 
FFRPTR points to next empty slot at FFR table 
FREENODE points to next empty slot at node list 

move all subnetwork nodes into FS 
while FS is not empty 

move node SON from FS 
assign Son to next free slot in node list 
update FREENODE 
push null into STACK 
set up pointer in FFR table for the start of FFR 
while STACK is not empty 

FATHER = SON 
SON = input of FATHER 
if SON is a primary input or a memory element then 

connect father and son. 
else if SON is a fanout node then 

if all its output nodes has been processed then 
move SON into FS 

end if 
else if SON is an ordinary node then 

assign SON to next free slot in node list 
update FREENODE 
connect FATHER and SON 
push FATHER into STACK 
FATHER = SON 

else if SON is null 
FATHER = pop (STACK) 

Fig. 3.4 Node List Organize 
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end if 
end while 
set up the pointer in FFr table for the end of FFR 
update FFRPTR 

end while 
connect the output nodes of FOS to their input nodes 
end 

Pass b Allocate Node List 

CONFIG: 
for each node in node list assign an output segment. 
the number of slot in the segment is equal to the 
number of node outputs 
for the first node of output section to the end { 

for each input i current node 
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store current node into the output segment of node i 
store the index of the input into the segment 
update the NUM_OUT of node i 

end for 
end for 
end 

Pass c 

Fig. 3.4 Node List organize, continued 
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at-1 fault at the output pin for an OR gate and stuck-at-O 

fault at the output pin for a NOR gate. 

The second degree of fault collapse eliminates the same 

kind of faults at each wire after the first degree fault 

collapse has been applied. That means that each wire has at 

most one stuck-at-1 and one stuck-at-O fault. For a non 

fanout AND (NOR) gate the stuck-at-1 fault at the output pin 

is collapsed while it fans out to an AND or NAND gate. The 

stuck-at-O fault at a non fanout NAND (OR) gate output pin is 

collapsed while it fans out to a OR or NOR gate. If a non 

fanout XOR gate fans out to an OR (AND) gate, the stuck-at-O 

(stuck at 1) fault at the output pin is collapsed. 

The third degree of fault collapse considers the 

equivalence at each gate. For example, a stuck-at-1 (stuck

at-O) fault at the output of an AND (OR) gate is equivalent 

to a stuck-at-1 (stuck-at-O) fault at any of its input pin. 

The simulator collapses the equivalent fault at the output 

pin for all gates. 

The user may specify the fault collapsing degree in the 

parameter file. The detailed information to create a 

parameter file is introduced in the SCIRTSS manual [10]. 

The algorithm in Fig. 3.5 shows the fault assignment 

procedure. 

The fault collapsing strategy used here is not the best 

that we can choose. In fact, all faults at the output pin 

may be suppressed for all non fanout gates. We select this 
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fault collapsing strategy because the SCIRTSS parallel 

simulation will serve as a correctness checker and speed 

benchmark for the new approach. Therefore, the same strategy 

is used to make the simulation result perfectly compatible 

to the result of SCIRTSS. 

3.5 FOS Propagation 

As mentioned in last chapter, the state of a node 

consists of three phases: the output value of good network, 

the fault point and the surrogate fault set. The field 

EVENT in a node record indicates which phase needs to be 

calculated. Value 4, 2, and 1 in this field indicate 

respectively that the output value, fault point and 

surrogate fault set have to be evaluated for the given test 

pattern Changing of an input value of a gate may change all 

three phases of the gate. Changes of the fault point or the 

surrogate fault set of a fan-in gate may change the 

corresponding phases of the gate state only. 

The field IN_VECTOR at each node record takes notes of 

input. It consists of two vectors, and each bit pair, at 

the same but position in the vectors, represents an input 

value. Vector_1 is used for certain value and vector_2 for 

unknowns only. A node may set the corresponding bit in the 

vector_1 o"f its output gate when the output has changed to 

1, otherwise it will reset it to o. A bit in vector_2 is 

set only when its corresponding input value becomes unknown. 

All bits in vector_1's for a AND gate are initialized to 



ASGNFLT: 
FLTCNT counter for total fault 
For all node i 

if i is the first node in a FFR then 
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record the FLTCNT in FFR table column 6 for last FFR 
record the FLTCNT in FFR table column 5 for processing 

FFR 
end if 
if i is AND or NAND node then 

if i is a non-fanout node and not the first suppress 
degree { 

} 

if output gate of i is in the gate region { 
if output gate type is OR or NOR { 

} 

} 

} 

if not 3_degree or i is NAND node { 
assign stuck at 1 to output pin of i 

} 
else if output node type is AND or NAND { 
if not 3_degree or node is AND { 

assign SAO to output pin of i 
} 
else { 
if not 3_degree or i is NAND node { 

assign SAO to output pin of i 
} 
if not 3_degree or i is AND node { 

assign SAl to output pin of i 
} 

else { 
if not 3_degree or i is AND node { 

assign SAO to output pin of i 
} 
if not 3_degree or i is NAND node { 

assign SAl to output pin of i 
} 
else { 
if not 3_degree or i is AND node { 

assign SAO to output pin of i 
} 
if not 3_degree or i is NAND node { 

assign SAl to output pin of i 

else { 
if not 3_degree or i is AND node { 

assign SAO to output pin of i 
} 
if not 3_degree or i is NAND node { 

assign SAl to output pin of i 
} 

Fig. 3.5 Fault Assignment Algorithm 
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assign SAl to all inputs of i 
} else if i is OR or NOR type node { 

if i is a non-fanout node and not the first suppress 
degree { 

} 

if output gate of i is in the gate region { 
if output gate type is OR or NOR { 

} 

} 

} 

if not 3_degree or i is OR node { 
assign stuck at 1 to output pin of i 

} 
else if output node type is AND or NAND 
if not 3_degree or node is NOR { 

assign SAO to output pin of i 
} 
else { 
if not 3_degree or i is OR node { 

assign SAl to output pin of i 
} 
if not 3_degree or i is NOR node { 

assign SAO to output pin of i 

else { 
if not 3_degree or i is NOR node { 

assign SAO to output pin of i 
} 
if not 3 degree or i is OR node { 

assign-SAl to output pin of i 
} 
else { 
if not 3_degree or i is NOR node { 

assign SAO to output pin of i 
} 
if not 3_degree or i is OR node { 

assign SAl to output pin of i 

else { 
if not 3 degree or i is NOR node { 

assign-sAo to output pin of i 
} 
if not 3_degree or i is OR node { 

assign SAl to output pin of i 

assign SAO to all inputs of i 
} else if i is XOR node { 

if i is a non-fanout node and not the first suppress 
degree { 

if output gate of i is in the gate region { 

Fig 3.5 Fault Assignment Algorithm, continued 
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if output gate type is OR or NOR { 
assign stuck at 1 to output pin of i 

else if output node type is AND or NAND { 
assign SAO to output pin of i 

else { 
assign SAO to output pin of i 
assign SAl to output pin of i 

} 
else { 

assign SAO to output pin of i 
assign SAl to output pin of i 

} 
} else { 

assign SAO to output pin of i 
assign SAl to output pin of i 

} 
assign SAO to all inputs of i 
assign SAl to all inputs of i 

Fig 3.5 Fault Assignment Algorithm, continued 
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Is. The calculation for output values may be simplified by 
applying the vector oriented operation. For example, the 

output value of a AND gate may be computed by evaluating the 

set C = (vector_lor vector_2). If not all bits in Care 

1, the output value of the gate is o. otherwise, whether or 

not a bit in the vector_2 is set decides the output value of 

the gate. 

Field FP in a node record is used to take notes of 

transmit sensitivity and live sensitivity. Value 1, 2, 3 in 

the field FP represent transmit sensitivity only, live 

sensitivity only and both of them respectively. Fields ONES, 

node record together decide the FP value. ONES and ZEROS 

record the number of inputs with value 1 and 0 respectively. 

A bit in FP_VECTOR is set when the fault pointer associated 

with the corresponding fan-in node has been set for a given 

test pattern. SAl_VECTOR and SAO_VECTOR record the 

undetected faults on the gate. The calculation formulas of 

transmit sensitivity and live sensitivity for different type 

gate are listed in Table 3.1. 
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TYPE OUTPUT FORMULA OF LIVE SENSITIVITY 

AND 0 (ZERO == 1) and (SAl_VECTOR .. IN VECTOR != 0) 
or (WHERE SAl != 0) 

AND 1 SAO_VECTOR != 0 or WHERE_ SAO != 0 
OR 0 SAl VECTOR != 0 or WHERE SAl != 0 
OR 1 (ONES -- 1) and (SAl_VECTOR .. IN_VECTOR != 0) 

or (WHERE SAO != 0) 
NAND 1 (ZERO == 1) and (SAl_VECTOR .. IN_VECTOR != 0) 

or (WHERE SAl != 0) 
NAND 0 SAO_VECTOR != 0 or WHERE _SAO 1= 0 
NOR 1 SAl VECTOR 1= 0 or WHERE SAl != 0 
NOR 0 (ONES -- 1) and (SAl_VECTOR .. IN VECTOR != 0) 

or (WHERE_SAO != 0) 
XOR X SAO VECTOR != 0 or SAl _VECTOR 
------------------------------------------------------------

TYPE OUTPUT FORMULA OF TRANSMIT SENSITIVITY 

AND 0 (ZERO -- 1) and (FP_VECTOR .. IN_VECTOR != 0) 
AND 1 FP VECTOR != 0 
OR 0 FP VECTOR != 0 
OR 1 (ONES -- 1) and (FP_VECTOR .. IN VECTOR != 0) 
NAND 1 (ZERO -- 1) and (FP_VECTOR .. IN VECTOR != 0) 
NAND 0 FP VECTOR != 0 
NOR 1 FP VECTOR 1= 0 
NOR 0 (ONES -- 1) and (FP_VECTOR .. IN_VECTOR != 0) 
XOR X FP VECTOR != 0 
------------------------------------------------------------
.. bit wide AND operation 
-- is equal to 
!= is not equal to 

Table 3.1 The Calculation Formula for Sensitivity 

Each gate affected by a surrogate fault possesses a 

surrogate fault set implemented by using the two dimensional 

list, REC_LIST. Each gate has a corresponding row, the same 

index as in the node list, in the table FOS INPUT. The 

surrogate fault set addresses of each of the fan-in gates 

are stored in the columns of the corresponding row in the 

FOS_INPUT table and ended by o. The rows in the FOS_INPUT 
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Table which correspond to the gates not affected by any 

surrogate fault begin with an O. 

A bit in the field DIRTY_VECTOR in a node record is set 

when the corresponding input is affected by any surrogate 

fault. Whether or not an AND gate is blocked to a surrogate 

fault set may be detected by the DIRTY_VECTOR and the 

IN_VECTOR in the record. For example, an AND gate is 

blocked while there is a bit in the vector C, C = IN VECTOR 

or DIRTY_VECTOR, are O. 

A FFR may be shared by several subnetworks and each 

subnetwork possesses different numbers of the FFRs and, 

therefore, different sizes of surrogate fault sets. The 

size of the surrogate fault set for a gate in the multiple 

shared FFR is assigned as the largest one among its host 

subnetworks. The size is stored in the field REC FAULT in 

each node record. 

For each node record the simulator evaluates the field 

EVENT to decide if the surrogate fault set operation is 

required. The operation is word oriented. The simulator 

accesses the addresses of surrogate fault set from the 

FOS_INPUT table. The kinds and duration of operations that 

take place on these sets depend on the type of the gate and 

size of the set. Then it modifies the fields in the node 

records of output gates which have been changed. Finally it 

sets up the EVENT of output nodes depending on which phases 

of the state has to be re-evaluated. The detail of the 
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EVENTSIM: 
PEVENT event should take place at parent node coursed by 
changes 

of state on the current node. 
CURS TATE new state for the processing node 

for all node i from the last to the first in the gate region 
if some phases of the state need to be recalculated then 

if i is an AND type gate then 

input 

if EVENT in the record for i is greater than 4 then 
calculate the new output of good network 
calculate the live sensitivity 
update CURS TATE 
EVENT = EVENT - 4 

end if 
if the EVENT is greater or equal to 2 then 

calculate the transfer sensitivity for the node 
update CURS TATE 
EVENT = EVENT - 2 

end if 
if the EVENT is equal to 1 then 

if the node is affected by any surrogate fault then 
if the node is not blocked by any non-affected 

calculate new surrogate fault set for the node 
update CURS TATE 

end if 
end if 

end if 
else if i is an OR type gate then 

input 

if EVENT in the record for i is greater than 4 then 
calculate the new output of good network 
calculate the live sensitivity 
update CURS TATE 
EVENT = EVENT - 4 

end if 
if the EVENT is greater or equal to 2 then 

calculate the transfer sensitivity for the node 
update CURS TATE 
EVENT = EVENT - 2 

end if 
if the EVENT is equal to 1 then 

if the node is affected by any surrogate fault then 
if the node is not blocked by any non-affected 

calculate new surrogate fault set for the node 
update CURSTATE 

end if 
end if 

end if 

Fig. 3.6 Event Driven FOS Propagation 
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else if i is a XOR type gate then 

input 

if EVENT in the record for i is greater than 4 then 
calculate the new output of good network 
calculate the live sensitivity 
update CURS TATE 
EVENT = EVENT - 4 

end if 
if the EVENT is greater or equal to 2 then 

calculate the transfer sensitivity for the node 
update CURS TATE 
EVENT = EVENT - 2 

end if 
if the EVENT is equal to 1 then 

if the node is affected by any surrogate fault then 
if the node is not blocked by any non-affected 

calculate new surrogate fault set for the node 
update CURS TATE 

end if 
end if 

end if 
else if i is a NAND type gate then 

input 

if EVENT in the record for i is greater than 4 then 
calculate the new output of good network 
calculate the live sensitivity 
update CURS TATE 
EVENT = EVENT - 4 

end if 
if the EVENT is greater or equal to 2 then 

calculate the transfer sensitivity for the node 
update CURS TATE 
EVENT = EVENT - 2 

end if 
if the EVENT is equal to 1 then 

if the node is affected by any surrogate fault then 
if the node is not blocked by any non-affected 

calculate new surrogate fault set for the node 
update CURS TATE 

end if 
end if 

end if 
else if i is a NOR type gate 

if EVENT in the record for i is greater than 4 then 
calculate the new output of good network 
calculate the live sensitivity 
update CURS TATE 
EVENT = EVENT - 4 

end if 
if the EVENT is greater or equal to 2 then 

Fig. 3.6 Event Driven FOS Propagation, continued 
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calculate the transfer sensitivity for the node 
update CURS TATE 
EVENT = EVENT - 2 

end if 
if the EVENT is equal to 1 then 

if the node is affected by any surrogate fault then 
if the node is not blocked by any non-affected 

calculate new surrogate fault set for the node 
update CURSTATE 

end if 
end if 

end if 
end if 
if CURS TATE is not equals to the original state then 

if the output value changed then 
upset IN_VECTOR in the record of output gate 
upset ONES and ZEROS in the record of output gate 
if i is a fanout node then 

if FP of node i has changed 
update FP_VECTOR in the record of output gate 

end if 
else 

update the surrogate fault set 
end if 

else 
if i is not a fanout node then 

if FP for current period is different with 
original one 

update FP VECTOR in the record of output gate 
end if -

else 
update surrogate fault set 

end if 
update EVENT in the record of output gate 

end if 
end if 

end for 

Fig. 3.6 Event Driven FOS Propagation, continued 
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algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.6. 

3.6 Reverse Fault Deduction 

This step consists of two processes. The first process 

selects the sensitive FFRs whose FOS is also transmit 

sensitive. 

The second process collects the faults in a selected FFR 

which are sensitive to the FOS and adds the collected faults 

to the potential sensitive fault sets associated with the 

subnetworks to which the FFR is sensitive. 

3.6.1 sensitive FFR Collection 

This process checks the FFRs whose good network output 

is a certain value and whose FOS is also transmit sensitive. 

It retrieves the subnetwork number to which the processing 

FFR belongs and the element number in the surrogate fault 

set which represents the FFR from the FOS Table. By 

comparing the element in the surrogate fault set and the 

good network output of the subnetwork, the process may 

determine if the processing FFR is sensitive to the 

subnetwork. The subnetworks to which the FFR is sensitive 

are linked together in a linked list pointed by columns 3 

and 4 in the corresponding slot in the FFR Table. The linked 

list for the subnetworks to which the FFR is uncertain 

sensitive is pointed by columns 9 and 10 of corresponding 

slot in the FFR Table. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.7. 



PICKFFR: select sensitive FFRs 

for all FFRs 
for all subnetworks to which the FFR belongs 

if the FFR is sensitive to the subnetwork 
insert the subnetwork to the sensitive queue 

associated with the FFR 
else the FFR is uncertain sensitive 
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insert the subnetwork into the uncertain sensitive 
queue 

associated with the FFR 
end if 

end for 
end for 

Fig. 3.7 Sensitive FFR identification 
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3.6.2 Reverse Fault Collection 

This process collects the fault which are sensitive to 

the FOS in a sensitive FFR. It traces backward beginning at 

the FOS and following the transmit sensitive paths. 

Each node has a variable, FP, to indicate the node 

sensitivity. At a transmit sensitive node, the process 

identifies the sensitive fan-in gate depending on the gate 

type and output value. All fan-in gates of an AND gate 

with output 1 are the sensitive gates. If only one fan-in 

gate of an AND gate with output 0 exists, then it is either 

sensitive or uncertain sensitive depending on whether there 

exists a fan-in gate with output unknown. Existence of an 

unknown input pin is indicated by the corresponding variable 

in the list UNKNOW. Zero means no fan-in gate with output 

unknown. The rules to select the sensitive fan-in gate at a 

transmit sensitive gate is listed in Table 3.2. 
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TYPE OUTPUT UNKNOW FAN-IN OUTPUT SENSITIVE UNCERTAIN 
-----------------------------------------------------
AND 1 X 1 Y NO 
AND 0 > 0 0 NO Y 
AND 0 = 0 0 Y NO 
OR 1 > 0 1 NO Y 
OR 1 = 0 1 Y NO 
OR 0 X 0 Y NO 
NAND 0 X 1 Y NO 
NAND 1 > 0 0 NO Y 
NAND 1 = 0 0 Y NO 
NOR 0 > 0 1 NO Y 
NOR 0 = 0 1 Y NO 
NOR 1 X 0 Y NO 
XOR X > 0 CERTAIN NO Y 
XOR X = 0 X Y NO 
------------------------------------------------------
Table 3.2 Sensitive Fan-in Gate Selection Rules 

In table 3.2, X represents the DON I T CARE, ">" represents 

GREATER THAN, "=" represents EQUAL TO. 

Comparing the line for an AND gate to the line for a 

NAND gate in the table, an AND gate with input 1 has the 

same characteristics as a NAND gate with output 0, and an 

AND type gate with output 0 has the same characteristics as 

a NAND type gate with output 1. The similar situations are 

for an OR type gate and a NOR type gate. In the algorithm 

we use the combination of the gate type and good network 

output as the branch condition. 

Two stacks are designed for the sensitive and uncertain 

sensitive path respectively. At each fork, the simulator 

follows one branch after it stores the rest of them in the 

stack. The branches stored in the stack for the sensitive 

path always have the higher priority for processing. At 
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each fork on a sensitive path the process continually 

searches back following one branch and pushes all others 

into the stack for the sensitive paths. No uncertain 

sensitive branch starts at this point, because the output of 

a gate on either a sensitive or an uncertain sensitive path 

is always a certain value. A fork at a sensitive path might 

be one of following situations: an AND gate with output 1, 

an OR gate with output 0, and a XOR gate. If anyone of 

fan-in gate output is unknown in the above cases, the gate 

output is unknown. The input of a node on a sensitive path 

may be an uncertain value. If the sensitive path is 

continued to extend to a fan-in gate, the process pushes the 

fan-in gate on the path into the stack for an uncertain 

sensitive path. It is obvious that a gate with a certain 

output and one or more fan-in gate outputs unknown, has at 

most one fan-in gate is sensitive. The simulator begins to 

process the branches stored in the stack for the insensitive 

path when the sensitive stack is empty. All faults 

collected on an uncertain sensitive path are uncertain 

faults. The process will push all other fan-in nodes into 

the stack for the uncertain sensitive path when a fork is 

met on an uncertain sensitive path. 

The detail of the algorithm is shown at Fig. 3.8. 



PICKFLT: pick up sensitive fault at each sensitive FFR 

for all sensitive FFRs 
push the FOS into the sensitive stack 
while the sensitive stack is not empty do 

NODE = pop from the sensitive stack 
while the NODE is valid do 
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if NODE is live sensitive pick up the fault and add it 
to the temporary sets for uncertain or sensi ti ve 

fault 

then 

if the NODE is transmit sensitive then 
if AND gate with output 1 or NAND gate with output 0 

NODE = one of fan-in gate and push the others 
valid fan-in gate into the sensitive stack 

else if OR gate with output 1 or NOR gate with 
output 0 then 

then 

then 

if UNKNOW_LIST(NODE) not equal to 0 then 
push the fan-in node with output 1 

into the uncertain stack 
else 

NODE = the fan-in node with output I 
end if 

else if XOR gate then 
push one fan-in node into the sensitive stack 
NODE = the other fan-in node 

else if NAND gate with output 1 or AND with output 0 

if UNKNOW_LIST(NODE) not equal to 0 then 
push the fan-in node with output 0 

into the uncertain stack 
else 

NODE = the fan-in node with output 0 
end if 

else if NOR gate with output 1 or OR with output 0 

NODE = one of fan-in gate and push the others 
valid fan-in gate into the sensitive stack 

end if 
end if 

end while 
end while 

while the uncertain stack is not empty do 
NODE = pop from the uncertain stack 
while the NODE is valid do 

if NODE is live sensitive pick up the fault and add it 
to the temporary set for uncertain fault 

if the NODE is transmit sensitive then 

Fig. 3.8 Reserve Fault Collection Algorithm 
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if AND gate with output 1 or NAND gate with output 0 

NODE = one of fan-in gate and push the others 
valid fan-in gate into the uncertain stack 

else if OR gate with output 1 or NOR gate with 
output 0 then 

then 

then 

NODE = the fan-in node with output 1 
else if XOR gate then 

push one fan-in node into the uncertain stack 
NODE = the other fan-in node 

else if NAND gate with output 1 or AND with output 0 

NODE = the fan-in node with output 0 
else if NOR gate with output 1 or OR with output 0 

NODE = one of fan-in gate and push the others 
valid fan-in gate into the uncertain stack 

end if 
end if 

end while 
end while 

add the faults in temporary sensitive fault set to the 
sensitive part of potential sensitive fault sets 
associated with the subnetworks which are in the sensitive 
queue. 

add the faults in temporary uncertain fault set to the 
uncertain sensitive part of potential sensitive fault sets 
associated with the subnetworks which are in the uncertain 
queue. 

add the faults in temporary uncertain and sensitive fault 
sets to the uncertain part of potential sensitive fault 
sets associated with the subnetworks which are in the 
uncertain queue. 

end for 

Fig. 3.8 Reverse Fault Collection Algorithm, continued 
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3.7 Exception Processing 

3.7.1 Exception Identification 

The simulator identifies the exceptions one subnetwork 

after another. It compares the faults stored in the second 

inputs of the subnetwork and picks the exceptions out. The 

exception consists of two kinds of faults, multiply stored 

and compound faults, as introduced in the last chapter. 

Each node record of a subnetwork has a field, 

INPUT_LIST, pointed to a segment in the ILIST. All SIts of 

the subnetwork are stored in this segment. The field 

STORED FAULT in each node record corresponding to a SI 

points to its stored fault set. The other field, FLT_LIST, 

in a node record corresponding to a subnetwork points to 

the F_LIST which constructs the undetected fault set which 

lists all undetected faults in the subnetwork. 

The simulator copies all undetected faults in the 

processing subnetwork into a fault set, TOT, which is 

designed for all faults in the subnetwork and stored in its 

SI 's. For each stored fault set of a SI, the simulator 

compares the faults in the set to the faults in the set TOT. 

It stores the common faults in the two sets into the set MUL 

which is designed for all exceptions in the subnetwork, and 

then adds the stored fault set to the set TOT. 

All compound faults are the common faults in the set 

MUL and the undetected fault set of the subnetwork. The 
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simulator finds the fault location through the fault to node 

map, F_TABLE, and marks the faulty wire. The next process 

will update the exception set associated with the wire. 

The exceptions stored in a SI are the common faul t 

common to both the stored fault set and the set MOL. The 

simulator picks out the exceptions in a SI by comparing the 

Set MOL and the stored fault set of the SI, and adds the 

picked exceptions in the exception set associated with the 

SI. 

The simulator repeats the same procedure for all 

subnetworks. A SI may be shared by several subnetworks and 

the exceptions for different subnetworks are added together 

in its exception set. 

will propagate the 

network. 

The next step, exception simulation, 

exception sets through the entire 

The variable FLAG is set in this procedure when any 

exception exists. The process of exception simulation is 

executed only when the variable FLAG is set. 

3.7.2 Exception Simulation 

The deductive fault simulation strategy is selected to 

propagate the identified exceptions. From the bottom of the 

node region up, the simulator evaluates the conditions on 

the gate to determine if the gate is a candidate. It 

computes the new exception set for a candidate and then sets 

the variable of its output gates to indicate if the 

exception set is empty. Finally, the simulator reset the 
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STDFLT: process exceptions 
NODE_LIST (MAX_NODE) list of record, one for each node 
MAX_NODE maximum number of nodes allowed by the simulator 
DIRVEC(MAX_NODE) array, each for one node. 
COMPIN(MAX_NODE) array, each for a node. 

for all node, NODE, in the gate region from bottom up 
TV = DIRVEC(NODE) or COMPIN(NODE) 
if TV not equal's 0 then 

if AND node with output 1 or NAND node with output 0 
then 

if COMPIN(NODE) == 0 then 
create a new exception set 
add all the exception sets of fan-in gates to it 
set the pointer in record NODE_LIST(NODE) to the set 

else 
create a new exception set for the node output 
for all exception sets of fan-in gate 

if the a compound fault on the input pin then 
add the updated set to the new set 

else 
add the set to the new set 

end if 
end for 

end if 
else if OR node with output 1 or NOR gate with output 0 

then 
if the node is a candidate then 

create a new exception set 
if COMPIN(NODE) == 0 then 

add the first exception set of 
input with value 1 to the new set 

for all exception sets of inputs 
if the input value is 0 the 

subtract the faults in the 
set of input from the new set 

else 
intersect the set of input with the new set 

end if 
end for 

else 
find the first exception set of input with value 1 
if exists a compound fault on the input pin then 

add the updated exception set to the new set 
else 

add the exception set to the new set 
end if 
for all exception sets of inputs 

if the input value is 0 the 
if a compound fault on the input pin then 

Fig. 3.9 Exception Simulation Algorithm 
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subtract the faults in the 
updated set of input from the new set 

else 
subtract the faults in the 

set of input from the new set 
end if 

else 
if a compound fault on the input pin then 

intersect the updated set 
of input with the new set 

else 
intersect the set of input with the new set 

end if 
end if 

end for 
end if 

end if 
else if XOR gate 

if node is a candidate then 
if there is compound fault on input pins then 

update the exception set associated with the input 

end if 
compute the exception set of the output pin 

end if 
else if NAND node with output 1 or AND gate with output 

if the node is a candidate then 
create a new exception set 
if COMPIN(NODE) == 0 then 

add the first exception set of 
input with value 0 to the new set 

for all exception sets of inputs 
if the input value is 1 the 

subtract the faults in the 
set of input from the new set 

else 
intersect the set of input with the new set 

end if 
end for 

else 
find the first exception set of input wi'th value 0 
if exists a compound fault on the input pin then 

add the updated exception set to the new set 
else 

add the exception set to the new set 
end if 
for all exception sets of inputs 

if the input value is 1 the 

Fig. 3.9 Exception simulation Algorithm, continued 
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updated set of input from the new set 
else 

subtract the faults in the 
set of input from the new set 

end if 
else 

if a compound fault on the input pin then 
intersect the updated set 

of input with the new set 
else 

intersect the set of input with the new set 
end if 

end if 
end for 

end if 
end if 

else if NOR gate with output 1 or OR gate with output 0 
if COMPIN(NODE) == 0 then 

create a new exception set 
add all the exception sets of fan-in gates to it 

else 
create a new exception set for the node output 
for all exception sets of fan-in gate 

if the a compound fault on the input pin then 
add the updated set to the new set 

else 
add the set to the new set 

end if 
end for 

end if 
else 

error message 
} 

end if 
set the pointer in record NODE_LIST(NODE) to the new set 
reset COMPIN(NODE) and DIRVEC(NODE) 
if there exists a compound fault on the output pin then 

update the exception set associated with the output pin 
end if 

end for 

Fig. 3.9 Exception simulation Algorithm, continued 
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variables of the current processing node. The algorithm of 

exception simulation is shown in Fig. 3.9. 

Every node in the node list has a field, 

MY_FAULT_VECTOR, to point to its exception set which 

collects all exceptions affected it. Each exception set 

consists of one or more segments and each segment has three 

words, one word for the word number of the fault; each bit 

pair in the other two words stand for a single fault. 

3.7.2.1 Candidate Identification 

Not every input of a gate is associated with a non

empty exception set. For each gate we design a vector, 

DIRVEC, in which each bit corresponds to an exception set 

associated with a fan-in gate and indicates if the 

corresponding exception set is empty. 

We design another one bit variable associated with each 

input pin to indicate whether or not a compound fault 

exists. All these one bit variables of a gate make-up a 

vector designated COMPIN, the compound fault on the input 

pins. These variables are pre-set-set in the process 

Exception Identification. 

The vectors DIRVEC, COMPIN and IN_VECTOR together 

decide if a gate is a candidate. For example, an AND gate 

where good network output value is 0 is a candidate while no 

input, which is associated with a empty exception set and 

with no compound fault, is o. The following table lists the 
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candidate identification criterion for different type gates. 

TYPE OUTPUT TYPE OUTPUT CRITERION 
-------------------------------------------------------

AND 1 NAND 0 DIRVEC or COMPIN != 0 
AND 0 NAND 1 DIRVEC or COMPIN or 

IN_VECTOR = MAX 
OR 1 NOR 0 DIRVEC or COMPIN != 0 
AND 0 NAND 1 !(DIRVEC or COMPIN) and 

IN_VECTOR = 0 
XOR DIRVEC or COMPIN != 0 

Table 3.3 Candidate Identification Criterion 

The operators, or and and, used in the table are the 

bit wide operator. the constant MAX represents a vector in 

which all bits are 1. Symbol "! =" and "=" represent "not 

equal to" and "equal to" respectively. 

3.7.2.2 Exception Propagation 

This step consists of two processes. The first process 

prepares the exception sets associated with input pins and 

the second process then computes the exception set 

associated with the output pin by the prepared exception 

sets. 

An exception set associated with an FOS is refereed by 

several fan-out gates. Therefore, the process has to create 

a new exception set for an input pin with a compound fault. 

The process checks the existence of the compound fault. If 

the fault has the same phase as the input value, the process 

copies the exception set associated with the fan-in gate and 

omi ts the compound fault. If the fault has the opposite 
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phase as the input value, the simulator copies the exception 

set and then adds the compound fault into the set. 

An AND gate with output 1 has the same characteristic 

as an NAND gate with output o. To calculate the exception 

set, the process for an AND gate with output 1 is not 

distinguishable from the process for a NAND gate with output 

o. The same situations are of an AND gate with output 0 and 

a NAND gate with output 1, an OR gate with output 1 and a 

NOR gate with output 0, an OR gate with output 0 and a NOR 

gate wi th output 1. The formulas to compute the output 

exception set were introduced in chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER IV 

COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY ANALYZE 

4.1 Overview 

As introduced in the Chapter 2, the entire simulator 

consists of the three blocks: A (FOS Propagation), B 

(Reverse Fault Deductive), and C (Exception simulation) in 

Fig. 4.1. 

A B c 

I. ,oed network 1.1JIIIIIPins of l.ideDtiflG6tioD 

llimulalioo Denaitift FOS'a ofcompoUDd 

&0 llllbaetwork aDd multiple 

a&ored fauIta 
2. rear boUDdary 2. eeuaiti-te - caJculatiOD r-- fault colIectioa - -

iDeachFFR 
2. eftDt cIriftD 

3.aurrop&e 3.lIICI'JI'Cof 
cIedudift 
aimallWoa of 

lauk laaltiDeta& 
~ 

llimulatioD each PO aDd SO 

Fig. 4.1 SFSSE Flowchart 

The FOS propagation process calculates the good network 

output and sensitivities at candidate gates, and, in the 

meantime, propagates the surrogate faults from the 
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circui tIs input edge to the output edge. To identify the 

candidate and calculate the good network output and 

sensitivity for the candidate gate, the simulator evaluates 

the certain variables in the corresponding node record. 

Therefore, the execution time must increase linearly with 

the circuit sizes. In other words, the computation 

complexity function for evaluating the good network output 

and sensitivities may approximate a first order polynomial 

expression of g, where g is the number of the gates in the 

network. The execution time used to propagate the surrogate 

faults depends not only on the size of the circuit, but also 

on the sizes of the surrogate faul t sets. The time is 

proportional to g*F/S, where F is the number of FOSls and s 

the number of subnetworks. Normally a surrogate fault set 

size is proportional to the size of the subnetwork 

containing the surrogate faults. The size of a subnetwork is 

usually proportional to the size of the network. Therefore, 

the computation complexity function of the surrogate fault 

propagation can be approximated using a second order 

polynomial expression of g. The computation complexity 

expression of block A is the sum of the two expressions and 

it is also a second order polynomial expression of g. 

Block B consists of two steps. In the first step the 

process maps each local sensitive FOS to the subnetworks 

which it sensitizes. The second step collects the faults 

backward in each sensitive FFR and adds the picked faults 
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into the potential sensitive fault sets associated with the 

subnetworks which the surrogate fault sensitizes. 

The computation complexity expression of the algorithm 

of the first step of reverse fault deductive (Block B1), as 

shown in Fig. 3.6, is approximated by 

execution_time = C * (F * sen_subnet) (4.1) 

where C is a constant, F the number of total FFR's in the 

network, sen_subnet the average number of· subnetworks to 

which a F08 belongs. 

The computation complexity expression of the reverse 

fault collection (Block B2) is a first order polynomial 

expression of the number of the gates when it is applied to 

combinational logic circuits. Unfortunately, the execution 

speed does not only depend on the circuit size of a 

sequential circuit, but also relate to the stored fault set 

sizes associated with the sensitive 81's and the potential 

sensitive fault set size associated with each subnetwork. 

The size of a potential sensitive fault set is directly 

proportional to the size of the circuit. The size of a 

stored fault set relates to the size of the circuit, the 

structure of the circuit, and the test sequence which has 

been supplied. Our first example series shown in the 

following ·section will explain the effects of the circuit 

structure and size. The general expression of the 

computation complexity function of Block B2 can not be 
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inferred using only the variables which do not change 

during the simulation such as the size of circuit and the 

number of subnetworks. It may be approximated by following 

equation 

execute_time = C1 * g + 

C2 *sen_subnet*sen_SI*std_flt set + C3*g*s (4.2) 

where Cl, C2, and C3 are constants, q the number of gates in 

the network, sen_SI the number of sensitive secondary inputs 

in the network, std_f1t_set the average size of stored fault 

sets, and the variable sen subnet the average number of 

subnetworks which a FOS sensitizes. The first item, Cl * g, 

is used to calculate the time needed to collect the faults 

at candidate gates; while the second, C2 * sen subnet * 

sen SI * std_flt_set, and the third, C3 * g * s, calculated 

the time needed to merge the stored faults in sensitive SIts 

with the potential sensitive fault sets. 

The first step in Block C is the exception 

identification. The multiple stored and compound faults are 

identified for each subnetwork, and picked out from SIts. 

The execution time of this process is a function of the 

number of subnetworks, s, the average number of the SIts in 

a subnetwork, and the average size of stored fault set 

associated with each SI. The computation complexity 

expression is shown as 
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where s is the number of subnetworks in the network, 

#_of_8I the average number of SIts in each subnetwork, 

std_flt_set the average size of stored fault set, and C the 

constant. 

The deductive fault simulation is used to simulate the 

exceptions identified in the last process (Block C2). This 

algorithm has been treated very thoroughly in many papers 

and will not be discussed here. Generally the computation 

complexity expression of this algorithm is the function of 

the network size, g, and the exception set size, and may be 

approximated using a second order of polynomial of q in the 

network. 

4.2 The First Example Series 

4.2.1 Examples 

This series of examples consists of five circuits, 

ADD8X2, ADD8X4, ADD8X8, ADD8XI6, and ADDI6X16. Every 

circuit, except ADDI6XI6, includes various number of 8-bit 

adders and these adders are cascaded as a connected chain 

using 8-bit registers as show in Fig. 4.2. Each adder in 

the chain connected by a register vector constructs a stage. 

The combinational network of each stage is exactly the same. 

For example , circuit ADD8X8 has eight stages. Cireui t 

ADD8X2 is constructed using two adders, ADD8X4 by four, 

(4.3) 
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ADDaxa by eight, and ADDaX16 by sixteen adders. Circuit 

ADD16X16 is constructed by cascading sixteen 16-bit adders. 

The circuit size is twice as big as the one immediately 

preceding it in the series. The detail descriptions of 

these examples are listed in Appendix A. Figures 4.3, 4.5, 

4.6, 4.7, and 4.a display average VAX computation times per 

clock period obtained over several runs for each of these 

circuits. 

Each fault in a stage is propagated to either a so (a 

S1 of next stage) or a primary output (at the last stage). 

At the next test period, the simulator drives the stored 

faults to the output edge of the next stage and so on until 

they reach a primary output. No compound fault may occur 

during simulation for any circuit in this series of 

examples. 

4.2.2 FOS Propagation Analysis 

Since the subnetworks in each stage are the same, the 

sizes of surrogate fault sets associated with the 

corresponding gates at different stages remain the same and 

do not increase with the circuit.size. Therefore, based on 

the discussion in the last section, the execution time of 

FOS propagation should increase linearly with the circuit 

size. 

To note in Fig. 4.3, that only the line (marked by's) 

with no fault detected satisfies the expectation; all 
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Fig. 4.3 FOS Propagation (Block A) of Cascaded Adder 

others are affected by non-linear factors. The data of the 

linear line is obtained by executing Block A only; the 

execution of Block A does not access the remaining memory of 

the program. The non-linear lines in the range of circuit 

sizes from 300 to 1200 gates and from 1200 to 4800 gates are 

nearly linear. Therefore, the most significant non-linear 

effect is possibly due to the virtual page swapping on the 
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host computer. The more memory space required by the 

program, the more execution time consumed by the virtual 

memory management process. 

The non-linear coefficient also exists when the number 

of gates in the circuits is less than 1200. It is caused by 

the chain structure of the circuits. By studying the 

circuit structure, we find that an undetected fault at a 

stage may affect the SI' s of the higher stages, but an 

undetected fault can not affect any SI' s belonging to a 

lower stages. So the SI' s of a higher stage in the chain 

have more chances to contain stored faults. The execution 

time relates to the number of SI's which 

still contain 

locked after 

DO fault OD gate 1 

F/F 

may locked after 

all faults in gate 
1 and gate 2 covered 

Fig. 4.4 Locked Sign Example 

stored faults after most faults in the 

network are covered. An example shown in the Fig. 4.4 
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explains the reason. 

An entire FFR may be divided into two parts: in the 

first part the good network value of each gate depends only 

on the primary inputs, and in the second part the gate 

output of good network may be affected by secondary inputs 

also. In the first part a gate sensitivity never changes 

and remains after all faults in this part are detected. 

However, a gate in the second part may be transmit sensitive 

if any fault stored in the SIts affected the gate, even 

though all faults in this part are detected. The curve in 

Fig. 4.3 describing the circuit behavior when no fault has 

been detected is linear because all faults at the memory 

element output lines have not been detected, and the effect 

is is the same as if every SIts had stored faults. 

4.2.3 Reverse Fault Deductive Analysis 

This process (Block B) consists of two steps. In the 

first step (Block B1), all sensitive FFR's are identified 

and mapped to the subnetworks which the FFR sensi tizes. 

The second step (Block B2) collects the sensitive faults in 

each identified FFR and adds the collected faults to the 

potential sensitive fault set associated with each 

sensitized subnetwork output. 

4.2.3.1 sensitive FFR Identification 

The Fig. 4.5 depicts the variation of the execution 

time of Block B1 with circuit sizes. The vertical axis in 
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Fig. 4.5 Block B1 (Mapping) for Cascaded Adder 

the figure represents the execution time while the 

horizontal axis is scaled by the number of gates in the 

network. Each line in the picture depicts the performance 

of the Block Bl after certain percentage of the fault is 

detected. 

Referring equation 4.1, the number of FFR's, "2, 

increases linearly to the circuit size in this series of 

examples. However, the average number of subnetworks to 
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sen_subnet, does not change because 

stages increase and the networks of 

different stages are the same. Therefore, the expected 

curves for this step in Fig. 4.5 should be a set of straight 

lines. 

It is similar to the figure 4.3 for FOS propagation that 

the execution time increases more significantly after the 

network exceeds 1200 gates. The problem is again due to the 

memory space required by the program on the host computer. 

The line corresponding to 0% detected fault is obtained by 

executing the Block A and Block B1 only. The data for the 

rest of the lines in the figure are collected during 

execution of the entire simulation. 

Evidence to verify the linearity of the algorithm is 

that if we do not link the sensitized subnetworks to the 

sensitive FFR in the Block B1, the curves becomes a set of 

straight lines. Since the average number of subnetworks to 

which a FFR belongs does not change, the curve shapes should 

remain the same and shift down in the vertical direction. 

The only possibility to involve non-linear factor is that 

another huge array declared for linked list in the program 

is not accessed. 

The chain structure of the circuit is another fact to 

cause the non-linear coefficient. In a cascaded circuit, 

ADD8X8 as a example, a fault in a lower stage has less 

chances to reach a primary output than a fault in a higher 
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stage. A fault in a lower stage may be stored in secondary 

inputs of a higher stage, but no fault in a higher stage may 

be stored in any SI of a lower stage. This situation 

magnificently increases the number of the transmit sensitive 

FFR's in the higher stages specifically after certain 

percentage faults are detected. When no fault is detected, 

all FOS's in the circuit are transmit sensitive and 

therefore, the line for that is linear. After most faults 

are covered, the FFR in a higher stage has higher 

possibility to be a transmit sensitive FFR. 

The execution time spent for the circuit ADD16X16 is 

four times as much as spent for the circuit ADD8X16 while 

the chain length of two circuits are the same. The 

difference between these two circuits is that ADD16X16 is 

constructed by the sixteen-bit adder instead of eight-bit 

adder. Each bit of an adder's output is the function of the 

inputs which are either the same or less significant in the 

input vector as the output bit in the output vector. If the 

subnetwork corresponding to the least significant output bit 

of an adder has one FFR, the subnetworks corresponding to 

eight least significant output bits have total 

1 + 2 + .. + 8 = (8+1)*8/2 = 36 

FFR's. The subnetworks corresponding to sixteen output bits 

have 

(16+1)*16/2 = 144 
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Fig. 4.6 Fault Collection (Block B2) for Cascaded Adder 

FFR's. The total number of FFR's in a stage of ADD16X16 is 

four times the total number of FFR's in a stage of ADD8X16. 

The size of each stage of ADD16X16 is as twice big as the 

size of each stage in the circui t ADD8X16. The average 

number of subnetworks to which each FFR belongs in the 

ADD16X16, 144/16, is as twice as the number in the circuit 

ADD8X16, 36/8. By the computation complexity expression of 
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Block Bl, equivalent 4.1 given in the last section, the 

ratio of the execution times is 

execution_time (ADD16X16)/execution_time(ADDaX16) = 

C * (F(ADD16X16) * sen_subnet(ADD16X16»/ 

C * (F(ADDaX16) * sen_subnet(ADDaX16» = 

C * (2 * F(ADDaX16) * 2 * sen_subnet(ADDaX16»/ 

C * (F(ADDaX16) * sen_subnet(ADDaX16» = 4. (4.4) 

4.2.3.2 Reverse Fault Propagation 

As shown in the Fig. 4.6, the execution time consumed 

by Block B2, the reverse fault collection, is not linear to 

the number of gates. The non-linear coefficient, as 

mentioned in the first section, are introduced by the set 

operations on the stored fault sets and potential sensitive 

fault sets associated with the SIts and subnetwork outputs 

respectively. To verify the correctness of above 

conclusion, we run the program under three different 

circumstances: (c1.) with no stored faults in the SIts and no 

operation on the potential sensitive fault sets, (2.) no 

operation on the potential sensitive fault sets only, (c3.) 

the normal execution. All experiments are done under the 

fair situation, with no faults covered. The result is shown 

in Fig. 4.·7. Under the first circumstance the variation of 

the execution time with circuit size is a linear function. 

The reason is that processing a sequential circuit with no 

fault stored in SO's during the last test period is the same 
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as processing a combinational circuit if not construct the 

new stored faul t sets for current test period. The 

execution time spent to simulate the circuits in the second 

example series in the second circumstances raises 

significantly and rapidly with the circuit size. 

The execution time spent to process the stored faults 

is proportional to the store fault set sizes and therefore, 

the total number of stored faults in the circuit. If letter 

F represents the average number of sensitive faults in the 

each stage, the letter P represents the average percentage 

of stored faults which may be propagated to the SIts of the 

next stage. In our example, the average number of faults 

stored in the SO's of the first stage is F, the average 

number of faults stored in the SO's of the second stage is F 

+ PF, and the average number of stored faults in the SO's of 

stage n is F + PF + •• + p(n-l)F. The total number of the 

stored faults in a n stage circuit is 

std_flt = 

(F) + (F + pF) + (F + pF + p2F) + + (F + •• + p(n-1)F) 

= F{ 1 + (1 + P) + (1 + P + p2) + (1 + P + •• + p(n-l)} 

= F{I+(p2-1)/(P-l)+(p3-1)/«P-l)+ •• +[p(n-l)-I)/(P-l)} 

= F*{P - 1 + p2 - 1 + p3 - 1 + •• + p(n-l) - 1}/(P-l) 

= F*{p*[p(n-l)-I)/(P-l) - n + 1) 

= F*[pn - p - (P-l) (n-l»)/(P-l)2 

= F*[pn -n*P + n - 1)/(P-l)2 (4.5) 
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Fig. 4.7 Block B2 Executing with Different Circumstances 

The number of the stored faults does not only depend on F 

which is proportional to the circuit size, but also depends 

on the number of the stages, n, and the average percentage 

of sensitive stored faults in each stage, P. The execution 

time relates to the number of stored faults, and therefore, 

relates to the circuit structure. 

Each subnetwork output is associated wi th a vector 

whose size is proportional to the number of the faults in 

the circuit. Each bit in this vector represents a single 
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fault in the subnetwork. The reverse fault collection 

process adds the potential sensitive faults in an FFR to the 

vectors associated with the subnetwork which the FFR 

sensitizes. After all sensitive FFR's are processed, the 

simulator picks out the sensitive faults from the vector 

associated with each subnetwork output and constructs the 

corresponding potential sensitive fault set. Since both the 

vector size and the number of subnetworks are proportional 

to the size of circuit, the execution time is proportional 

to q2. 

We select the circuit ADD8X8 and ADD8X16 as examples 

because there is a significant jump between their execution 

times. The differences among the circumstances are listed 

in the following table. 

CIRCUMSTANCE ADD8X8 DIFFERENCE ADD8X16 DIFFERENCE 

1 
2 
3 

0.037 
0.05 
0.135 

X 
0.013 
0.085 

0.07 
0.398 
1.05 

X 
0.328 
0.662 

TABLE 4.1 Execution Time of Step 2 of Different Circumstance 

4.2.4 Fault Identification 

This step (Block C1) identifies exceptions for each 

subnet\,lork. Fig. 4.8 depicts the execution time versus test 

period for the circuit in this example series, the 

horizontal axis for test period and the vertical axis for 
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execution time. The increments of execution time from one 

circuit to the next one is not as we expected. For example, 

the ratio of execution time of ADD8x8 to the execution time 

of ADD8X4 is beyond the expected coefficient 4. The reason 

again is the chain structure of this circuit. As mentioned 

before, the number of stored faul ts is relates to thee 

number of stages in the network. The execution time is 

proportional to the total number of stored faults. The 

average number of total stored faults for the first 10 test 

periods are 410, 1971 and 5669 corresponding to ADD8X4, 

ADD8X8 and ADD8X16. The increment of the number is not 

linear with the circuit size. 

In this series of examples, every circuit constructed 

using various number of the same adders. Each stage has 

exactly the same subnetworks and inputs. Therefore, the 

average numbers of the secondary inputs per subnetwork are 

the same in all examples. The average number of stored 

faults in a SI depends the input sequence. Suppose ADD(i + 

1) is the next circuit of ADD(i) in this series of examples. 

The execute_time (i) represents the execution time consumed 

to identify the exceptions for the circuit ADD(i). The 

execution time ratio 

C(i) = execute_time(i + l)/execute_time(i) 

= s(i+1) * #_of_SI(i+1) * std_flt_set(i+1)/ 

sCi) * #_of_SI(i) * std_flt_set(i) 

= 2*std_flt_set(i+l)/std_flt_set(i) (4.6) 
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Fig. 4.8 Exception Identification (Block C1) for Cascaded Adder 

subnetworks in the circuit, the average number of SIts per 

subnetwork, and the average size of stored fault set 

associated with each secondary input respectively. 

Three circuits, ADD8X4, ADD8X8, and ADD8X16 are 

selected to test and verify the equation 4.6 in the first 

section. Three situations in which 10%, 50% and 80% of 

faults are detected respectively are chosen to list in table 

4.2. The numbers in the first column in the table indicate 
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10 

50 

80 
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80 

Table 4.2 Stored Fault and Number of F/F 
with Stored Faults 

real 

6.03 

5.19 

0.76 

Table 4.3 Comparison of Execution Time of 
Fault Identification 

129 

flt/FF 

38.5 

31.2 

4.12 
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how much percentages of fault has been detected. Columns 2, 

5, 8 indicate how many faults have been stored at the last 

test period. Columns 3, 6, 9 indicate the number of memory 

elements with the stored fault, and the numbers in columns 

4, 7, 10 are the average number of stored faults in each 

memory element respect to the three circuits. Table 4.3 

lists the expected execution time and the real execution 

time after different percentage fault has been detected for 

the three circuit. The first column in table 4.3 is used to 

indicate how much percentage fault are detected. Columns 2, 

5 and 8 are used for real execution time picked from the 

experiments corresponding to the circuits ADD8X4, ADD8X8 and 

ADD8X16. Columns 4 and 7 represent the expected execution 

times of the exception identification corresponding to 

circuit ADD8X8 and ADD8X16. Columns 3 and 6 designate the 

execution time ratio C(2) and C(3) respectively. The 

equation is well matched by our experimental data. In this 

table, the data is obtained by averaging the execution times 

for several test periods with the expected fault coverage. 

Otherwise the data is obtained at the test period either 

with the expected fault coverage, or from two success test 

periods, one with less percentage of faults detected and the 

other with more percentage of faults detected. 

4.2.4 Exception simulation 

The last step (Block C2) is to propagate the identified 

exceptions. Fig. 4.9 depicts variation of the execution time 
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Fig. 4.9 Exception simulation (Block C2) for Cascaded Adder 

horizontal axis for circuit size and the vertical axis for 

execution time. The increment of execution time from one 

circuit to the next one is less than what we expected. For 

example, the ratio of execution time of ADD8x8 to the 

execution time of ADD8X4 is less than expected coefficient 

4. The reason as we know is that the execution time of 
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deductive fault simulation is proportional to the g*f, where 

f is the number of undetected faults. However, the number 

of multiple stored faults usually much less than f. 

Suppose that the possibility of which a stored fault is 

stored in a SI of a specific subnetwork is l/s. The 

possibility that the fault is a multiple stored fault of 

that specific subnetwork is 

P = 1/s2 + 1/S3 + ••• + l/sn 

where n is the average number of SIts per subnetwork. The 

possibility that the fault is a multiple stored fault is 

p*s = l/s + 1/s2 + 

< l/s + 1/S3 + 

= l/(s - 1) 

+ 1/sn-1 

+ l/sn ••• 

since 9 exceeds beyond 1, the possibility that a fault is a 

multiple stored fault is very small. In our typical 

example, the possibility is much greater than 1/ (9 - 1) 

because a output value depends on the all input values which 

are less significant in the input vector than the output in 

the output vector. 

4.3 The Second Set of Examples 

4.3.1 Examples 

The second series of examples consists of four 

circui ts: MS8X4, MS8X8, MS8X16, and MS16X16. Except 
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MS16X16, every circuit is constructed using a set of 8_bit 

adders as shown in fig. 4" 10. The output vector of each 

adder connects to one of the input vectors of the adder. 

The other input vector of an adder connects to a primary 

input vector. The output vector of the selected adder at 

each clock period connects to the primary output vector. 

As in the first example series, MS8X4, MS8X8, and 

MS8X16 consist of four, eight, and sixteen 8-bit adders 

respectively. The circuit MS16x16 consists of sixteen 

16 bit adders. The size of each circuit is exactly twice as 

large as the one immediately preceding it in the series. 

The hardware description in AHPL of these examples are given 

in Appendix B. 

All stored faults in an adder are provoked to the 

primary outputs if the adder is selected. Otherwise all 

faul ts stored in the SI I s will be the compound faults for 

next clock period. 

4.3.2 FOS Propagation Analyze 

Fig. 4.11 shows the curves of execution time of Block A 

versus the circuit size. Three lines in the figure depicts 

the average execution time for test period 1 to 10, 41 to 

50, and 291 to 300 respectively. Comparing to Fig. 4.3, the 

lines in this figure are closer to a set of linear lines 

because the circuit structures in this example series are 

not chains. A fault in an adder can not be stored in any 
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memory element connected to other adders. 
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Fig. 4.11 FOS Propagation (Block A) for Multiplexed Adder 

4.3.3 Reverse Fault Deductive Analyze 

The curves of execution time versus the circuit size 

for the first step in this process (Block B1) is depicted in 

Fig. 4.12. The lines in the picture correspond to situation 
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after 10, 50, 80 percent faults are covered. 
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Fig. 4.12 Block B1 (Mapping) for Multiplexed Adder 

comparing fig. 4.12 to the corresponding figure (Fig. 

4.5) for the other example series, the results are almost 

the same when the circuit has less than 2400 gates. After 80 

percent faults are covered, the circuits in the second 

example series take slightly less execution time than the 

corresponding circuit in the first example series. The 

cause is obviously because of the non chain circuit 
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structures and the effects of a fault may affect the only 

SO's connected with the adder where the fault is. 

Therefore, the average number of effects of a single fault 

in second serial circuits is much less than that in the 

first serial circuits. 

The data of ADD16X16 was omitted from Fig. 4.5 because 

it is constructed by 16_bit adders. It is difficult to tell 

that a secondary coefficient is caused by either the 

different scales of adders or the chain structure or both. 

Since the circuit structures in the second example series 

are not chains, we may assert that the larger scale adders 

cause the secondary factor. 

Because these are no connection among different adders, 

the average number of faults detected at each clock period 

is much less than that from the corresponding circuits in 

the first series of examples. At a specific clock period, a 

circui t in the second example series always has more 

uncovered fault than the corresponding circuit in the first 

example series has. Therefore, the step 2 of the reverse 

fault deductive (Block B2) takes more time to process the 

circui ts in the second example series than to process the 

circuit in the first one. Fig 4.13 shows the execution time 

token to collect faults in the circuits in the second serial 

versus the circuit sizes. 
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Fig. 4.13 Fault Collection (Block B2) for Multiplexed Adder 

4.3.4 Exception Identification 

The curves in Fig. 4.14 have similar shape as the 

curves in the corresponding figure (Fig. 4.9) for the 

circui ts in the first example series. However, the 

execution time is greater than in Fig. 4.9 after more test 

pattern have been applied. The reason is again that the 

only fault in the selected adder may be detected at the 

current test period. At every clock period there will 

always be more uncovered faults in a circuit in the second 
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Fig. 4.14 Exception Iden. (Block e1) for Multiplexed Adder 

example series than in the corresponding circuit in the 

first example series. 

4.3.5 Exception Simulation 

All stored faults in the preceding test period are the 

compound fault at the current period. Extra time spent to 

process the compound faults makes propagating the identified 

exceptions for a circuit in this example series takes more 
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Fig. 4.15 Exception Simulation (Block C2) for Multiplexed Adder 

execution time than that for the corresponding circuit in 

the first series. More uncovered faults in the network at a 

test period is another reason why Block C2 is slowed. 

4.4 Result Verification and Evaluation 

As mentioned in Chapter I, the existing accurate 

SCIRTSS parallel simulation served as a check and speed 

benchmark for the SFSSE. The covered fault list produced by 

the new approach after each each test period is compared 

carefully against the that 
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produced by the parallel simulation for the circuit MS8X4 

and ADD8X4. 

The execution time consumed by the fault simulation 

for each clock period depends on the number of undetected 

faults in the network, the number of fault stored in memory 

elements, and the number of gates which must be evaluated. 

Usually, more faults will be covered as more test patterns 

are supplied, and the number of undetected and stored faults 
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reduces with the reduction of the number of the undetected 

faults. The stored faults introduce a secondary coefficient 

to the computation complexity function of the fault 

simulation. The goal of the project was to develop a new 

algorithm. The computation complexity of the new algorithm 

will approximate to a linear polynomial equation when most 

faul ts are covered. As shown in the Fig. 4.16, the 

functions are approximating a linear as more faults are 

covered. 

In the Fig. 4.17a, the first line depicts variant of 

the execution time of Block A with the circuit size after 

ten percent faults are covered while the second line depicts 

the variant after eighty percent faults are covered. For 

any circuit, the execution time taken by Block A keeps 

nearly constant through entire fault simulation procedure. 

The third line depicts the variant of the accumulate 

execution time of Block Band C with the circuit size after 

eighty percent faults are covered. It takes less time than 

Block A does. Even through only a very small percentage of 

total execution time per period taken by Block A at the 

beginning, Block A consumed the most time after the most 

faults in the network are covered. At the beginning, 

the Block C is designed to process the exceptions which most 

significant source to cause the secondary coefficient, and 

consumes most of total execution time. However, as shown in 

Fig. 4 . 17b, the rate of the execution time raising with 
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circuit size is much less than the rate for the parallel 

simulation because usually only few exceptions exist in the 

each clock period comparing to the amount of stored faults. 
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CHAPTER V 

FUTURE WORK 

5.1 Critique 

We have applied the event driven technique to calculate 

the good network output and sensitivity at each gate in 

block A, and the block-through technique to propagate the 

FOS 's in block A and the exceptions in block C. In the 

reverse fault deductive process, the simulator traces back 

only in the sensitive FFR's and the sensitive paths which 

are fruitful and collects the provoked faults at the 

fruitful gates. The candidate once only principle insures 

that any gate is evaluated at most once for blocks A, Band 

C. 

The number of gates, the number of undetected faults, 

and the number of test periods together decide total 

execution time for the whole fault simulation procedure. For 

a specific test period the simulator calculates only the 

properties on the candidate gates, and collects the fault in 

the candidate FFR' s, paths, and gates. We have optimized 

the algorithm based on individual test periods. 

Unfortunately, some relationships exist among different test 

periods. 

Suppose all paths from a secondary input to the output 

edge are blocked at the gates by their inputs, which are not 

affected by any fault. The faults stored in this secondary 
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input are impossible to drive out to the output edge and 

are, therefore, totally lost. An example shown in Fig. 5.1 

explains this situation. There is no reason to involve the 

faul ts stored in blocked 51' s during the identifying 

exceptions. To propagate the exceptions in these 51's in a 

later process would be redundant. The execution time for 

propagating the FOS I S and identifying and propagating the 

exceptions would also be wasted for the subnetworks 

connected to the blocked 51' s during the preceding test 

period. The number of wires affected by no fault increases 

as more faults are covered. 

Another normal case, shown in Fig. 5.2, is that a 

single fault is propagated at many different paths and 
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Fig 5.2 Path with Detected Fault 

detected when it is seen from anyone of the primary 

outputs. In our solution a single fault may be stored in 

many memory elements and driven to the output edge of the 

network. When a fault reaches a primary output, this fault 

may be propagating on several paths simultaneously, having 
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traveled for many test periods on some paths. This 

situation, when a single fault appears at many places, 

produces a tremendous increment in the total number of 

faul ts which will be propagated later by blocks Band C. 

However, the only path which leads the fault to a primary 

output has to be simulated. 

Let us look the process of fault propagation through 

several successive test period. We use SI_PO(n) to 

represent the SI set in which all SI's are sensitive to the 

primary output at test period n, SI_SO (n 1, n) to 

represent the SI set in which the SI's are sensitive to the 

SI's in the set SI_PO (n), and SI_SO (n-2, n) to represent a 

set of SI I s which are sensitive to the SI' s in the set 

SI_SO(n-l,n) and so on. When the simulator drives the 

faults passing through several test periods 

the faults covered at test period n-1 may be stored in the 

SI's in set SI_SO(n-1,n), SI_SO(n-2,n), and so on. The 

faults covered at test period n-2 may be stored in the SIts 

in SI_SO(n-2,n), SI_SO(n-3,n), and so on. To propagate the 

faults detected before test period n on the way to primary 

output at test period n is redundant. 

Most provoked faults, either stored in SI's during the 

preceding test period or excited by the current given test 

pattern, will be blocked sooner or later. A provoked single 
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fault is usually propagated simultaneously on various paths 

and is detected as one of these paths reaches a primary 

output. There is no way to predict whether or not a 

provoked fault will be driven by a random test sequence to a 

primary output , or to predict through which, among several 

paths, the fault will reach a primary output first until the 

fault is seen at a primary output. 

5.2 New Proposal of Solution 

An alternative approach will improve the performance 

of the implemented simulator, thus overcoming the above 

difficulties. In the new approach, we suggest propagating 

only those faults which may sensitize the primary outputs 

during the current test period. In the forward simulation 

there is no way to tell if a fault will reach a primary 

output until the fault reaches it, but the simulator may 

decide if any fault affects the wire. Therefore, it is 

possible to establish a variable, SIGN, for each node and 

primary output to indicate if any fault sensitizes it. 

When the simulator collects the sensitive faults during the 

backward process, the SIGN set in the forward process at 

each gate indicates from which direction the sensitive 

faults may be propagated. Only the faults in the connected 

partial network, in which all SIGNs are set, can possibly 

affect the PO I S in this region. The nodes in this region 

have to be simulated during the current test period to 

decide which faults are detected. 
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5.2.1 Active Region 

A sign (SIGN) at each gate is introduced to indicate if 

any fault provokes the output pin of the gate. Since a 

subnetwork is not necessarily a FFR, the effect of a single 

fault may appear at many places and converge at some gates 

in the subnetwork. In the meantime, multiple stored and 

compound faults may also converge in the subnetwork. 

Therefore, with this procedure it is necessary to know which 

faults are propagated to a gate in order to decide if the 

sign (SIGN) should be set at the gate. 

A method of overcoming this problem is suggest as 

following: Together both the fault pointer and the sign 

suggested in this chapter indicate if the node is affected 

by any fault. The fault pointer indicates if any undetected 

fault in the FFR sensitizes the gate output, and a SIGN 

indicates if any undetected fault in the network sensitizes 

the gate output. To avoid the set operation during the sign 

evaluation, we loosen the restriction: a set SIGN dose not 

insure that the gate output may possibly be affected by an 

undetected fault. A set SIGN indicates that the 

corresponding gate's output is probable but not certainly 

affected by an undetected fault. If the SIGN of a gate is 

not set, then no undetected fault will affect the 

corresponding gate's output. Loosening the restriction 

greatly simplifies the sign evaluation process by making the 
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requirement of faul"t identification unnecessary. The SIGN 

for a two input AND gate can be evaluated by the following 

table, and the tables for the other gate types may be 

established by the reader with no difficulty. 

I1 I2 Sl S2 SO I1 I2 Sl S2 SO 
/---------------------------------------------------\ a a a a a 100 a a 

a a a 1 a 100 1 1 
a a 1 a a 1 a 100 
a a 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 
a 100 a 1 1 a a a 
a 101 all a 1 1 
a 110 1 1 110 1 
all 1 1 111 1 1 

\---------------------------------------------------/ 

Table 5.1 sign Calculation Map for Two Input AND gate 

The first two columns in the table are the good network 

output of fan-in gates, the next two columns are the signs 

associated with the fan-in gates, the fifth column is the 

sign of the gate. 

Definition 5.1: A region of a network is an active region if 

1. this region is a connected subnetwork; 

2. all signs of gates in the region are set; 

3. there is at least one primary output in this region. 

We may identify the active regions for each test period by 

tracing back from the primary outputs, using the SIGN at 

each gate as a guide. Only the faults in an active region 
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may affect the primary outputs in the region for the current 

test period. If the SIGN of a primary output was not set 

during a test period, the active region of this P.o. is zero 

for the test period. Therefore, only the gates in the 

active regions have to be simulated. 

An active region may cover several test periods and a 

partial network of each test period. As more faults are 

detected, the average area of an active region becomes 

smaller. 

Definition 5.2: In a specific test period, an active region 

is designated as an ACTIVE ZONE. 

An input of an active zone is either a PI or a SI. An 

output of an active zone must be a memory element if the 

zone does not corresponding to the current period in the 

active region; otherwise it is a PO. 

5.2.3. The Proposed Algorithm 

The entire proposed simulator consists of five 

processes. 

In the first process, the simulator calculates the 

output of the good network, evaluates the sensitivity, and 

sets up the SIGN at each gate for the entire network. All 

methods used to accelerate the execution speed in the 

implemented simulator can be applied here. After the first 

test period a gate output is recomputed only when its input 

value has changed in the current test period. The 
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sensitivity or sign associated with a gate may change while 

either its input value changes or the sensitivities or signs 

associated with its fan-in gates change. The vector 

simulation technique may still be applied to evaluate the 

sensitivity and sign as it is in the implemented simulator. 

In addition, the SIGN of a live sensitive gate is always set 

up, and a gate whose SIGN is reset must be a non-sensitive 

gate. 

The second process traces back from PO's, following the 

SIGN set up in the first process, to identify the active 

region. It also goes back from one test period to another, 

and ends at the gate the signs of which were reset. The 

SI's and PI's of the active zone corresponding to the first 

test period in the active region are the starting edge of 

the active region for this test period. 

The third to sixth processes are applied for each 

active zone from the one corresponding to the first test 

period to the one corresponding to the current test period 

in the active region. 

In the third process the simulator will propagate the 

FOS's from the input edge to the output edge of an active 

zone. The strategy used before, which is based on the 

parallel fault simulation, may also applied in the proposed 

simulator. However, we suggest using the deductive fault 

simulation strategy or a combinational one instead the 

parallel strategy even though most FOS's in an active region 
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are live sensitive. The reason is that a FOS in an active 

zone may also fan out to a non-active region and some 

sensitive faults in the FFR may not be detected because of 

convergence. For these FOS' s we must either keep the 

surrogate fault vector at the FOS's for the test period or 

construct the surrogate fault vectors when these FOS's are 

involved in an active region at later test period. The 

first option requires more memory space on the host 

computer, and the second consumes extra execution time. We 

believe the best way is to construct the surrogate fault 

lists using vector technology in an active zone. Then apply 

the event driven parallel fault simulation strategy to 

propagate the fault lists. Simulating the fault vectors 

with a smaller size will compensated for time spent to 

construct the fault list using the vector. 

The forth to sixth processes are reverse deductive 

fault propagation, exception identification, and exception 

propagation. These processes are exactly the same as 

introduced in the early chapters, Block Band C in the 

system, except they are applied on the active zones instead 

of on the entire network. To understand the details of 

these processes, the reader may refer to chapter 2. The 

flowchart of the proposed algorithm is depicted in Fig. 5.3. 

Even if the multiperiod time slices are simulated, only 

one copy of the actual network list has to be stored. After 

the maximum allowed memory space on the host computer is 
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exhausted, a new procedure will start after all stored 

faults are collected and listed with corresponding memory 

element. 

The COO principle can also be applied to the new 

algorithm. In the first process the principle can be applied 

as in the same way as in the implemented simulator. 

In the rest of the processes, the candidate gates are 

those nodes in the active region. The sensitive faults on 

these gates are usually detected at corresponding test 

periods, but not all of them are guaranteed to be covered. 

For instance, the effects of a sensitive fault converge and 

cancel each other before reaching a primary output. All 

undetected sensitive faults which are propagated to a FOS 

are listed and associated with the FOS if the FOS is on the 

border b~tween the active region and non-active region. At 

a later test period the active region will end at these 

FOSls. An example, in which the proposed algorithm is 

applied to a small circuit for six clock periods, is shown 

in Fig. 5.4. 

5.3 Expected Improvement 

5.3.1. Improvement of FOS Propagation 

The FOS propagation is applied only on the active 

region. According to the COO principle, the different 

active regions might not overlap. Therefore, if the entire 

test procedure includes N test periods, all active regions 
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for N test periods together is always less than N times the 

entire network. As more and more fault are covered, the 

active region becomes smaller, and shrink to nothing when no 

faul t appears at PO's. This process consumes the most of 

total execution time of the simulation. At each test 

period, execution time is saved: the time spent to 

propagate the FOS' s to ei ther the SO's or PO's which no 

fault sensitizes. The execution time spent to propagate 

FOS's to a SO which will be blocked in a later test period 

is also saved. To simulate only the active zone speeds up 

all processes. 

5.3.2 Improvement of Reverse Fault Deduction 

Execution time is saved in reverse fault deductive 

process not only because the process is applied on the 

active region, but also because the average stored fault set 

size and potential sensitive fault size is reduced. The 

faults stored in the memory elements in SI_SO(n-h, n) do not 

include the faults which have been detected in the test 

periods from n-h to n-1. 

This process is not applied for the subnetworks whose 

outputs will be blocked in late test periods. The 

subnetworks whose outputs are sensitized by a fault are 

also ignored in the new algorithm. 

5.3.3 Improvement of Exception Identification 

The computation complexity of exception identification 
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is the function of the number of SI's and the average size 

of the stored fault set associated with the SI's. 

When we simulate an active zone corresponding to the 

test period x which precedes the current test period n, 

only the SI' s in the active zone may affect the primary 

outputs at test period n and the exceptions stored in these 

SIts will be identified. The number of SI's in the active 

zone are always less than or equal to the total number of 

SIts in the network. For example, if a subnetwork has 10 

SIts and only two of them are in the active zone, then only 

the exceptions stored in these two have to be identified. 

The average size of a stored fault set at test period x 

is also smaller than one generated by the implemented 

simulator. All faults which were already covered at test 

period x to n-l are not in these stored fault sets. 

Compared to the implemented simulation, the number of 

SIts whose exceptions have to be identified is minimized and 

the average size of the stored fault set is reduced. 

Therefore, the exception set size associated with each SI is 

always smaller than the one generated by the implemented 

simulator.. 

5.3.4 Improvement of Exception Propagation 

One reason for the execution time saved in this process 

is the smaller sizes of the exception fault sets. The 

biggest saving results from propagating the exceptions on 

the active region only. This region is always smaller than 
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or equal to the entire network. As more faults are covered, 

the region become smaller. The region reduces to zero when 

no fault sensitizes its outputs in the test period. 

5.3.5 Conclusion 

Normally over eighty percent of the faults are detected 

in the relatively few test periods of the simulation. At 

most time the simulation runs when most faults in the 

network are detected. The number of test periods of an 

active region in this situation is usually short. Most 

wires in the network are not affected by any fault, and they 

block the most paths in the circuit. Therefore, the active 

region is usually much smaller than the entire network. 

This makes it possible to consume less execution time to 

simulate a sequential circuit for each test period. 

The computation time of the fault simulation depends on 

the number of gates, the number of uncovered faults, and the 

number of test periods. The data in Fig. 5.5 is obtained 

during simulating ADD8X8. Fig.5.5a and b show the ratio of 

the number of integral 

distinct stored faults. 

stored faults to the number of 

Here the ratio 10 implies that only 

about one tenth faults will be simulated by proposed 

simulator comparing to the number of faults simulated by 

SFSSE at each clock period. As shown in Fig. 5.5c and d, 

the ratio of the number of integral total faults to the 

number of detected faults raises as more faults are covered. 
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In other words, the number of detected faults approximates 

to zero after more than ninety percent faults are covered. 

The integral total faults is the sum of the stored faults 

and the faults excited by the current input vector. The 

active region in this case might be very small. 

The execution time spent for the entire procedure 

depends heavily on the fault coverage. At most test periods 

the simulator performs with relatively few faults in the 

network. 

In this new proposed algorithm, it is necessary to 

calculate the good network output, to evaluate the 

sensitivity, and to set up SIGNs. All these tasks are done 

using the event driven strategy. Each of them takes one 

tenth as longer as computing good network output using a 

non-event drive strategy. [8] If the active region 

approximates one tenth of the entire network, the new 

algorithm needs about half the execution time spent to 

compute the good network output. When most of the faults 

have been covered, the time consumed by the new algorithm 

approximates about half the execution time used to calculate 

the good network output with non event driven strategy. 



APPENDIX I 

MODULE:ADD8X4. 
EXINPUTS:X[8];A[8];B[8];C[8];D[S];RUN;LOOK;CLOCK. 
MEMORY:RR<4>[9]. 
EXOUTPUTS:Z[9]. 
CLUNITS:ADD[9]<:ADDLAS. 
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 
1 =>(ARUN)/(l). 

2 RR<O> <= ADD(X;A;\O\); 
RR<l> <= ADD(RR<O>[l:S];B;\O\); 
RR<2> <= ADD(RR<l>[l:S];C;\O\); 
RR<3> <= ADD(RR<2>[1:S];D;\O\); 

=>(LOOK,A LOOK)/(3,2). 

3 RR<l> <= RR<O>; 
RR<2> <= RR<l>; 

RR<3> <= RR<2>; 
=>(ALOOK,LOOK)/(1,3). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(l); 
Z = RR<3>. 
END. 

CLU:ADDLA8(X;Y;CIN). 
INPUTS:X[8];Y[8];CIN. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[9]. 
CLUNITS:LA[6]<:CLA. 
CLUNITS:PG[2]<:PROPGEN. 
CLUNITS:SUMBIT<:SUM. 
CTERMS:G[8];P[8];C[9];GC. 
BODY 
FOR I=O TO 7 CONSTRUCT 
G[I],P[I]=PG(X[I];Y[I]) 
ROF; 
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C[5:8]=LA[2:5](G[4:7];P[4:7];CIN); 
GC=LA[O](G[4:7];P[4:7];CIN) + LA[1](G[4:7];P[4:7];CIN)&CIN; 
C[1:4]=LA[2:5] (G[O:3] ;P[O:3] ;GC); 
C[O]=LA[O](G[O:3];P[O:3];GC) + LA[1](G[O:3];P[O:3];GC)&GC; 
TERMOUT[O] = C[O]; 
FOR I=O TO 7 CONSTRUCT 
TERMOUT[I+l]=SUMBIT(P[I];C[I+l]) 
ROF. 
END. 



CLU: CLA(G;P;CIN). 
INPUTS: G[4]; P[4]; CIN. 
OUTPUTS: TERMOUT[6]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[5] = CIN; 
TERMOUT[4] = G[3] + P[3]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[3] = G[2] + P[2]&G[3] + P[3]&P[2]&CIN; 
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TERMOUT[2] = G[l] + P[l]&G[2] + P[2]&P[l]&G[3] + 
P[3]&P[2]&P[l]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[O] G[O] + P[O]&G[l] + P[1]&P[O]&G[2] + 
P[2]&P[1]&P[O]&G[3]; 
TERMOUT[l] = P[3]&P[2]&P[l]&P[O]. 
END. 

CLU: PROPGEN(X;Y). 
INPUTS: X[l];Y[l]. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[2]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[O]=X&Y; 
TERMOUT[l]=X&Ay + AX&Y. 
END. 
CLU:SUM(PROP;CIN). 
INPUTS:PROP;CIN. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT. 
BODY 
TERMOUT=PROP&ACIN + ApROP&CIN. 
END. 
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MODULE:ADD8XS. 
EX1NPUTS:X[S];A[S];B[S];C[8];D[S];E[S];F[8];G[8];H[S];RUN; LOOK; CLOC 
MEMORY:RR<S>[9]. 
EXOUTPUTS:Z[9]. 
CLUN1TS:ADD[9]<:ADDLAS. 
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 
1 => ( A RUN) / ( 1) . 

2 RR<O> <= ADD(X;A;\O\); 
RR<l> <= ADD(RR<O>[l:S];B;\O\); 
RR<2> <= ADD(RR<l>[l:S];C;\O\); 
RR<3> <= ADD(RR<2>[1:S];D;\0\); 
RR<4> <= ADD(RR<3>[1:S];E;\0\); 
RR<5> <= ADD(RR<4>[1:S];F;\0\); 
RR<6> <= ADD(RR<5>[1:S];G;\0\); 
RR<7> <= ADD(RR<6>[1:S];H;\0\); 
=>(LOOK,ALOOK)/(3,2). 

3 RR<l> <= RR<O>; 
RR<2> <= RR<l>; 
RR<3> <= RR<2>; 
RR<4> <= RR<3>; 
RR<5> <= RR<4>; 
RR<6> <= RR<5>; 
RR<7> <= RR<6>; 
=>(ALOOK,LOOK)/(1,3). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(l); 
Z = RR<7>. 
END. 

CLU:ADDLAS(X;Y;C1N). 
1NPUTS:X[S];Y[S];C1N. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[9]. 
CLUN1TS:LA[6]<:CLA. 
CLUN1TS:PG[2]<:PROPGEN. 
CLUN1TS: SUMB1T<: SUM. 
CTERMS:G[S];P[S];C[9];GC. 
BODY 
FOR 1=0 TO 7 CONSTRUCT 
G[1],P[1]=PG(X[1];Y[1]) 
ROF; 
C[5:S]=LA[2:5](G[4:7];P[4:7];C1N); 
GC=LA[0](G[4:7];P[4:7];C1N) + LA[1](G[4:7];P[4:7];C1N)&C1N; 
C[1:4]=LA[2:5] (G[0:3] ;P[0:3] ;GC); 
C[0]=LA[0](G[0:3];P[0:3];GC) + LA[1](G[0:3];P[0:3];GC)&GC; 
TERMOUT[O] = C[O]; 
FOR 1=0 TO 7 CONSTRUCT 
TERMOUT[1+1]=SUMB1T(P[1];C[1+1]) 
ROF. 
END. 



CLU: CLA(G;P;CIN). 
INPUTS: G[4]; P[4]; CIN. 
OUTPUTS: TERMOUT[6]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[5] = CIN; 
TERMOUT[4] = G[3] + P[3]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[3] = G[2] + P[2]&G[3] + P[3]&P[2]&CIN; 
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TERMOUT[2] = G[l] + P[1]&G[2] + P[2]&P[1]&G[3] + 
P[3]&P[2]&P[1]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[O] = G[O] + P[O]&G[l] + P[1]&P[O]&G[2] + 
P[2]&P[1]&P[O]&G[3]; 
TERMOUT[l] = P[3]&P[2]&P[l]&P[O]. 
END. 

CLU: PROPGEN(X;Y). 
INPUTS: X[l];Y[l]. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[2]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[O]=X&Y; 
TERMOUT[l]=X&Ay + AX&Y. 
END. 
CLU:SUM(PROP;CIN). 
INPUTS:PROP;CIN. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT. 
BODY 
TERMOUT=PROP&ACIN + ApROP&CIN. 
END. 



MODULE:ADD8X16. 
EXINPUTS:X[8]iA[8]iB[8]iC[8]iD[8]iE[8]iF[8] 
iG[8]iH[8]iRUNiLOOKiCLOCKi 

I[8] iJ[8] iK[8] iL[8] iM[8] iN[8] iO[8] iP[8]. 
MEMORY:RR<16>[9]. 
EXOUTPUTS:Z[9]. 
CLUNITS:ADD[9]<:ADDLA8. 
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 
1 =>(ARUN)/(l). 

2 RR<O> <= ADD(XiAi\O\)i 
RR<l> <= ADD(RR<O>[1:8]iBi\O\)i 
RR<2> <= ADD(RR<1>[1:8]iCi\O\)i 
RR<3> <= ADD(RR<2>[1:8];D;\O\); 
RR<4> <= ADD(RR<3>[1:8];E;\O\); 
RR<5> <= ADD(RR<4>[1:8];Fi\O\); 
RR<6> <= ADD(RR<5>[1:8]iGi\O\)i 
RR<7> <= ADD(RR<6>[1:8]iHi\O\)i 
RR<8> <= ADD(RR<7>[1:8]iIi\O\)i 
RR<9> <= ADD(RR<8>[1:8]iJi\O\)i 
RR<10> <= ADD(RR<9>[1:8]iKi\O\)i 
RR<ll> <= ADD(RR<10>[1:8]iLi\O\)i 
RR<12> <= ADD(RR<11>[1:8]iMi\O\)i 
RR<13> <= ADD(RR<12>[1:8];Ni\O\)i 
RR<14> <= ADD(RR<13>[1:8]iOi\O\)i 
RR<15> <= ADD(RR<14>[1:8]iPi\O\)i 
=>(LOOK,ALOOK)/(3,2). 

3 RR<l> <= RR<O>i 
RR<2> <= RR<l>i 
RR<3> <= RR<2>i 
RR<4> <= RR<3>i 
RR<5> <= RR<4>i 
RR<6> <= RR<5>i 
RR<7> <= RR<6>i 
RR<8> <= RR<7>i 
RR<9> <= RR<8>i 
RR<10> <= RR<9>i 
RR<ll> <= RR<10>i 
RR<12> <= RR<ll>i 
RR<13> <= RR<12>i 
RR<14> <= RR<13>i 
RR<15> <= RR<14>i 
=>(ALOOK,LOOK)/(1,3). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(l) i 
Z = RR<15>. 
END. 
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CLU:ADDLAS(X;Y;CIN). 
INPUTS:X[S];Y[S];CIN. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[9]. 
CLUNITS:LA[6]<:CLA. 
CLUNITS:PG[2]<:PROPGEN. 
CLUNITS:SUMBIT<:SUM. 
CTERMS:G[S];P[S];C[9];GC. 
BODY 
FOR I=O TO 7 CONSTRUCT 
G[I],P[I)=PG(X[I);Y[I]) 
ROF; 
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C[5:S]=LA[2:5] (G[4:7] ;P[4:7] ;CIN); 
GC=LA[0](G[4:7];P[4:7];CIN) + LA[1](G[4:7];P[4:7];CIN)&CIN; 
C[1:4]=LA[2:5] (G[0:3] ;P[0:3] ;GC); 
C[0]=LA[0)(G[0:3];P[0:3];GC) + LA[1](G[0:3];P[0:3];GC)&GC; 
TERMOUT[O] = C[O]; 
FOR I=O TO 7 CONSTRUCT 
TERMOUT[I+1]=SUMBIT(P[I];C[I+1]) 
ROF. 
END. 

CLU: CLA(G;P;CIN). 
INPUTS: G[4]; P[4]; CIN. 
OUTPUTS: TERMOUT[6]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[5] = CIN; 
TERMOUT[4] = G[3] + P[3]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[3] = G[2] + P[2]&G[3] + P[3]&P[2]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[2] G[l] + P[1]&G[2] + P[2]&P[1]&G[3] + 
P[3]&P[2)&P[1]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[O] = G[O] + P[O]&G[l] + P[1]&P[0]&G[2] + 
P[2]&P[1)&P[0]&G[3]; 
TERMOUT[l] = P[3]&P[2]&P[1]&P[0]. 
END. 

CLU: PROPGEN(X;Y). 
INPUTS: X[l];Y[l]. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[2]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[O]=X&Y; 
TERMOUT[l)=X&Ay + AX&Y. 
END. 
CLU:SUM(PROP;CIN). 
INPUTS:PROP;CIN. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT. 
BODY 
TERMOUT=PROP&ACIN + ApROP&CIN. 
END. 



MODULE:ADD16X16. 
EXINPUTS:X[16];A[16];B[16];C[16];D[16];E[16];F[16] 
;G[16];H[16];RUN;LOOK;CLOCK; 
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I[16];J[16];K[16];L[16];M[16];N[16];O[16];P[16]. 
MEMORY:RR<16>[17]. 
EXOUTPUTS:Z[17]. 
CLUNITS:ADD[17]<:ADDLA16. 
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 
1 =>(ARUN)/(l). 

2 RR<O> <= ADD(X;A;\O\); 
RR<l> <= ADD(RR<0>[1:16];B;\0\); 
RR<2> <= ADD(RR<1>[1:16];C;\0\); 
RR<3> <= ADD(RR<2>[1:16];D;\0\)i 
RR<4> <= ADD(RR<3>[1:16];E;\0\); 
RR<5> <= ADD(RR<4>[1:16];F;\0\); 
RR<6> <= ADD(RR<5>[1:16];G;\0\)i 
RR<7> <= ADD(RR<6>[1:16]iH;\0\); 
RR<8> <= ADD(RR<7>[1:16]iI;\0\)i 
RR<9> <= ADD(RR<8>[1:16];J;\0\); 
RR<lO> <= ADD(RR<9>[1:16];K;\O\); 
RR<11> <= ADD(RR<lO>[1:16];L;\O\); 
RR<12> <= ADD(RR<11>[1:16];M;\0\); 
RR<13> <= ADD(RR<12>[1:16];N;\O\); 
RR<14> <= ADD(RR<13>[1:16];O;\O\); 
RR<15> <= ADD(RR<14>[1:16];P;\O\); 
=>(LOOK,A LOOK)/(3,2). 

3 RR<l> <= RR<O>; 
RR<2> <= RR<l>; 
RR<3> <= RR<2>; 
RR<4> <= RR<3>; 
RR<5> <= RR<4>; 
RR<6> <= RR<5>; 
RR<7> <= RR<6>; 
RR<8> <= RR<7>; 
RR<9> <= RR<8>i 
RR<lO> <= RR<9>; 
RR<ll> <= RR<lO>; 
RR<12> <= RR<ll>; 
RR<13> <= RR<12>; 
RR<14> <= RR<13>; 
RR<15> <= RR<14>; 
=>(ALOOK,LOOK)/(1,3). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(l); 
Z = RR<15>. 
END. 



CLU:ADDLA16(X;Y;CIN). 
INPUTS:X[16];Y[16];CIN. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[9]. 
CLUNITS:LA[6]<:CLA. 
CLUNITS:PG[2]<:PROPGEN. 
CLUNITS:SUMBIT<:SUM. 
CTERMS:G[16];P[16];C[17];GC. 
BODY 
FOR 1=0 TO 15 CONSTRUCT 
G[I],P[I]=PG(X[I];Y[I]) 
ROF; 
C[13:16]=LA[2:5](G[12:15];P[12:15];CIN); 
GC=LA[0](G[12:15];P[12:15];CIN) + LA[1](G[12:15]; 
P[12:15];CIN)&CIN; 
C[9:12]=LA[2:5](G[8:11];P[8:11];CIN); 
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GC=LA[O] (G[8:11] ;P[8:11] ;CIN) + 
LA[1](G[8:11];P[8:11];CIN)&CIN; 
C[5:8]=LA[2:5](G[4:7];P[4:7];CIN); 
GC=LA[0](G[4:7];P[4:7];CIN) + LA[1](G[4:7];P[4:7];CIN)&CIN; 
C[1:4]=LA[2:5] (G[0:3] ;P[0:3] ;GC); 
C[0]=LA[0](G[0:3];P[0:3];GC) + LA[1](G[0:3];P[0:3];GC)&GC; 
TERMOUT[O] = C[O]; 
FOR 1=0 TO 15 CONSTRUCT 
TERMOUT[I+1]=SUMBIT(P[I];C[I+1]) 
ROF. 
END. 

CLU: CLA(G;P;CIN). 
INPUTS: G[4]; P[4]; CIN. 
OUTPUTS: TERMOUT[6]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[5] = CIN; 
TERMOUT[4] = G[3] + P[3]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[3] = G[2] + P[2]&G[3] + P[3]&P[2]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[2] = G[1] + P[1]&G[2] + P[2]&P[1]&G[3] + 
P[3]&P[2]&P[1]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[O] = G[O] + P[O]&G[l] + P[1]&P[0]&G[2] + 
P[2]&P[1]&P[0]&G[3]; 
TERMOUT[1] = P[3]&P[2]&P[l]&P[O]. 
END. 

CLU: PROPGEN(X;Y). 
INPUTS: X[1];Y[1]. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[2]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[O]=X&Y; 
TERMOUT[l]=X&Ay + AX&Y. 
END. 
CLU:SUM(PROP;CIN). 
INPUTS:PROP;CIN. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT. 
BODY 



TERMOUT=PROP&A C1N + ApROP&CIN. 
END. 
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APPENDIX II 

MODULE:MS8X4. 
EXINPUTS:SEL[2];A[8];B[8]iC[8]iD[8]iRUNiLOOK;CLOCK. 
MEMORY:RR<4>[9];OUTREG[9]. 
BUSES:OUTBUS[9]. 
OUTPUTS:Z[9]. 
CLUNITS:ADD[9]<:ADDLA8. 
CLUNITS:DCD[4]<:DECODE. 
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 
1 =>(ARUN)/(1). 

2 RR<O> <= ADD(RR<0>[1:8];A;\0\); 
RR<1> <= ADD(RR<1>[1:8];B;\0\); 
RR<2> <= ADD(RR<2>[1:8];C;\0\); 
RR<3> <= ADD(RR<3>[1:8];D;\0\); 
=>(LOOK,ALOOK)/(3,2) . 

3 OUTBUS = RR * DCD[0:3](SEL[0:1]); 
OUTREG <= OUTBUS; 
=>(1). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(1); 
Z = OUTREG. 
END. 

CLU:ADDLA8(X;Y;CIN). 
INPUTS:X[8];Y[8];CIN. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[9]. 
CLUNITS:LA[6]<:CLA. 
CLUNITS:PG[2]<:PROPGEN. 
CLUNITS:SUMBIT<:SUM. 
CTERMS:G[8];P[8];C[9];GC. 
BODY 
FOR 1=0 TO 7 CONSTRUCT 
G[I],P[I]=PG(X[I];Y[I]) 
ROF; 
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C[5:8]=LA[2:5] (G[4:7] ;P[4:7] ;CIN); 
GC=LA[0](G[4:7];P[4:7];CIN) + LA[1] (G[4:7];P[4:7];CIN)&CIN; 
C[1:4]=LA[2:5] (G[0:3] ;P[0:3] :GC); 
C[O]=LA[O](G[0:3];P[0:3];GC) + LA[1](G[0:3];P[0:3];GC)&GC; 
TERMOUT[O] = C[O]; 
FOR 1=0 TO 7 CONSTRUCT 
TERMOUT[I+1]=SUMBIT(P[I];C[I+1]) 
ROF. 
END. 



CLU: CLA(G;P;CIN). 
INPUTS: G[4]; P[4]; CIN. 
OUTPUTS: TERMOUT[6]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[5] = CIN; 
TERMOUT[4] = G[3] + P[3]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[3] = G[2] + P[2]&G[3] + P[3]&P[2]&CINi 
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TERMOUT[2] = G[l] + P[1]&G[2] + P[2]&P[1]&G[3] + 
P[3]&P[2]&P[1]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[O] = G[O] + P[O]&G[l] + P[1]&P[O]&G[2] + 
P[2]&P[1]&P[O]&G[3]; 
TERMOUT[l] = P[3]&P[2]&P[1]&P[O]. 
END. 

CLU: PROPGEN(X;Y). 
INPUTS: X[l];Y[l]. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[2]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[O]=X&Y; 
TERMOUT[l]=X&Ay + AX&Y. 
END. 

CLU:SUM(PROP;CIN). 
INPUTS:PROP;CIN. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT. 
BODY 
TERMOUT=PROP&ACIN + APROP&CIN. 
END. 

CLU: DECODE (OP) . 
INPUTS:OP[2]. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[4]. 
BODY 

END. 

TERMOUT[O] = AOP[O] & AOP[l]; 
TERMOUT[l] = AOP[O] & OP[l]; 
TERMOUT[2] = OP[O] & AOP[l]; 
TERMOUT[3] = OP[O] & OP[l]. 
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MODULE:MSSXS. 
EXINPUTS:SEL[3];A[S];B[S];C[S];D[S];E[8];F[8];G[8];H[8];RUN;LOOK;CL 
MEMORY:RR<S>[9];OUTREG[9]. 
BUSES:OUTBUS[9]. 
EXOUTPUTS:Z[9]. 
CLUNITS:ADD[9]<:ADDLA8. 
CLUNITS:DCD[S]<:DECODE. 
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 
1 => ( A RUN) / ( 1) . 

2 RR<O> <= ADD(RR<O>[1:8];A;\O\); 
RR<l> <= ADD(RR<1>[1:8];B;\O\); 
RR<2> <= ADD(RR<2>[1:8];C;\O\); 
RR<3> <= ADD(RR<3>[1:8];D;\O\); 
RR<4> <= ADD(RR<4>[1:8];E;\O\); 
RR<5> <= ADD(RR<5>[1:8];F;\O\); 
RR<6> <= ADD(RR<6>[1:8];G;\O\); 
RR<7> <= ADD(RR<7>[1:8];H;\O\); 
=>(LOOK,ALOOK)/(3,2). 

3 OUTBUS = RR * DCD[O:7](SEL[O:2]); 
OUTREG <= OUTBUS; 
=>(1). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(l) ; 
Z = OUTREG. 
END. 

CLU:ADDLA8(X;Y;CIN). 
INPUTS:X[8];Y[8];CIN. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[9]. 
CLUNITS:LA[6]<:CLA. 
CLUNITS:PG[2]<:PROPGEN. 
CLUNITS:SUMBIT<:SUM. 
CTERMS:G[8];P[8];C[9];GC. 
BODY 
FOR I=O TO 7 CONSTRUCT 
G[I],P[I]=PG(X[I];Y[I]) 
ROF; 
C[5:S]=LA[2:5](G[4:7];P[4:7];CIN); 
GC=LA[O] (G[4:7];P[4:7];CIN) + LA[1](G[4:7];P[4:7];CIN)&CIN; 
C[1:4]=LA[2:5] (G[O:3] ;P[O:3] ;GC); 
C[O]=LA[O](G[O:3];P[O:3];GC) + LA[1](G[O:3];P[O:3];GC)&GC; 
TERMOUT[O] = C[O]; 
FOR I=O TO 7 CONSTRUCT 
TERMOUT[I+1]=SUMBIT(P[I];C[I+1]) 
ROF. 
END. 



CLU: CLA(G;P;CIN). 
INPUTS: G[4]; P[4]; CIN. 
OUTPUTS: TERMOUT[6]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[5] = CIN; 
TERMOUT[4] = G[3] + P[3]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[3] = G[2] + P[2]&G[3] + P[3]&P[2]&CIN; 
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TERMOUT[2] = G[l] + P[1]&G[2] + P[2]&P[1]&G[3] + 
P[3]&P[2]&P[1]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[O] = G[O] + P[O]&G[l] + P[1]&P[0]&G[2] + 
P[2]&P[1]&P[0]&G[3]; 
TERMOUT[l] = P[3]&P[2]&P[1]&P[0]. 
END. 

CLU: PROPGEN(X;Y). 
INPUTS: X[l];Y[l]. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[2]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[O]=X&Y; 
TERMOUT[l]=X&~Y + ~X&Y. 

END. 

CLU:SUM(PROP;CIN). 
INPUTS:PROP;CIN. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT. 
BODY 
TERMOUT=PROP&~CIN + ~PROP&CIN. 
END. 

CLU: DECODE (OP) . 
INPUTS: OP [3 ] • 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[8]. 
CTERM: 0 [ 4] . 
BODY 

END. 

0[0] = ~OP[l] & ~OP[2]; 
0[1] = ~OP[l] & OP[2]; 
0[2] = OP[l] & ~OP[2]; 
0[3] = OP[l] & OP[2]; 
TERMOUT[O] = ~OP[O] & 0[0]; 
TERMOUT[l] ~OP[O] & 0[1]; 
TERMOUT[2] = ~OP[O] & 0[2]; 
TERMOUT[3] = ~OP[O] & 0[3]; 
TERMOUT[4] = OP[O] & 0[0]; 
TERMOUT[5] = OP[O] & 0[1]; 
TERMOUT[6] = OP[O] & 0[2]; 
TERMOUT[7] = OP[O] & 0[3]. 
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MODULE:MS8X16. 
EX1NPUTS:SEL[4];A[8];B[8];C[8];D[8];E[8];F[8];G[8];H[8];1[8];J[8];K 

L[8);M[8);N[8);O[8);P[8);RUN;LOOK;CLOCK. 
MEMORY:RR<16>[9);OUTREG[9). 
BUSES:OUTBUS[9). 
EXOUTPUTS:Z[9). 
CLUN1TS:ADD[9)<:ADDLA8. 
CLUN1TS:DCD[16)<:DECODE. 
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 
1 =>(ARUN)/(l). 

2 RR<O> <= ADD(RR<O>[l:8];A;\O\); 
RR<l> <= ADD(RR<1>[l:8);B;\O\); 
RR<2> <= ADD(RR<2>[l:8);C;\O\); 
RR<3> <= ADD(RR<3>[1:8);D;\0\); 
RR<4> <= ADD(RR<4>[1:8);E;\0\); 
RR<5> <= ADD(RR<5>[1:8);F;\0\); 
RR<6> <= ADD(RR<6>[1:8);G;\0\); 
RR<7> <= ADD(RR<7>[1:8);H;\0\); 
RR<8> <= ADD(RR<8>[1:8);1;\0\); 
RR<9> <= ADD(RR<9>[1:8);J;\0\); 
RR<lO> <= ADD(RR<10>[1:8);K;\0\); 
RR<ll> <= ADD(RR<11>[1:8);L;\0\); 
RR<12> <= ADD(RR<12>[1:8);M;\0\); 
RR<13> <= ADD(RR<13>[1:8);N;\0\); 
RR<14> <= ADD(RR<14>[1:8);O;\0\); 
RR<15> <= ADD(RR<15>[1:8);P;\0\); 
=>(LOOK,ALOOK)/(3,2). 

3 OUTBUS = RR * DCD[0:15)(SEL[0:3); 
OUTREG <= OUTBUS; 
=>(1). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(l); 
Z = OUTREG. 
END. 

CLU:ADDLAS(X;Y;C1N). 
1NPUTS:X[8);Y[8];C1N. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[9). 
CLUN1TS:LA[6)<:CLA. 
CLUN1TS:PG[2)<:PROPGEN. 
CLUN1TS:SUMB1T<:SUM. 
CTERMS:G[S);P[S);C[9);GC. 
BODY 
FOR 1=0 TO 7 CONSTRUCT 
G[1),P[1)=PG(X[1);Y[1) 
ROF; 
C[5:S)=LA[2:5)(G[4:7);P[4:7);C1N); 
GC=LA[0)(G[4:7);P[4:7);C1N) + LA[1)(G[4:7);P[4:7)iC1N)&C1N; 
C[1:4)=LA[2:5) (G[0:3) ;P[0:3) iGC); 
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C[O]=LA[O](G[0:3];P[0:3];GC) + LA[1](G[0:3];P[0:3];GC)&GC; 
TERMOUT[O] = C[O]; 
FOR 1=0 TO 7 CONSTRUCT 
TERMOUT[I+1]=SUMBIT(P[I];C[I+1]) 
ROF. 
END. 

CLU: CLA(G;P;CIN). 
INPUTS: G[4]; P[4]; CIN. 
OUTPUTS: TERMOUT[6]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[5] = CIN; 
TERMOUT[4] = G[3] + P[3]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[3] = G[2] + P[2]&G[3] + P[3]&P[2]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[2] = G[l] + P[1]&G[2] + P[2]&P[1]&G[3] + 
P[3]&P[2]&P[1]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[O] = G[O] + P[0]&G[1] + P[1]&P[O]&G[2] + 
P[2]&P[1]&P[0]&G[3]; 
TERMOUT[l] = P[3]&P[2]&P[1]&P[O]. 
END. 

CLU: PROPGEN(X;Y). 
INPUTS: X[1];Y[1]. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[2]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[O]=X&Y; 
TERMOUT[l]=X&Ay + AX&Y. 
END. 

CLU:SUM(PROP;CIN). 
INPUTS:PROP;CIN. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT. 
BODY 
TERMOUT=PROP&ACIN + APROP&CIN. 
END. 

CLU:DECODE(OP). 
INPUTS:OP[4]. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[16]. 
CTERM: 0[4];01[8]. 
BODY 

0[0] = AOP[3] & AOP[2]; 
0[1] = AOP[3] & OP[2]; 
0[2] = OP[3] & AOP[2]; 
0[3] = OP[3] & OP[2]; 
01[0] = AOP[1] & 0[0]; 
01[1] = AOP[1] & 0[1]; 
01[2] = AOP[1] & 0[2]; 
01[3] = AOP[1] & 0[3]; 
01[4] = OP[1] & 0[0]; 
01[5] = OP[1] & 0[1]; 
01[6] = OP[1] & 0[2]; 



END. 

01[7] = OP[l] & 0[3]~ 
TERMOUT[O] = ~OP[O] & 01[O]~ 
TERMOUT[l] = ~OP[O] & 01[1]~ 
TERMOUT[2] = ~OP[O] & 01[2]~ 
TERMOUT[3] = ~OP[O] & 01[3]~ 
TERMOUT[4] = ~OP[O] & 01[4]~ 
TERMOUT[5] = ~OP[O] & 01[5]~ 
TERMOUT[6] = ~OP[O] & 01[6]~ 
TERMOUT[7] = ~OP[O] & 01[7]~ 
TERMOUT[8] = OP[O] & 01[O]~ 
TERMOUT[9] = OP[O] & 01[1]~ 
TERMOUT[10] = OP[O] & 01[2]~ 
TERMOUT[ll] = OP[O] & 01[3]~ 
TERMOUT[12) = OP[O] & 01[4]~ 
TERMOUT[13) = OP[O] & 01[5]~ 
TERMOUT[14) = OP[O] & 01[6]~ 
TERMOUT[15) = OP[O] & 01[7]. 
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MODULE:MS16X16. 
EX1NPUTS:SEL[4];A[16];B[16];C[16];D[16];E[16];F[16];G[16];H[16];1[1 

K[16];L[16];M[16];N[16];O[16];P[16];RUN;LOOK;CLOCK. 
MEMORY:RR<16>[17];OUTREG[17]. 
BUSES:OUTBUS[17]. 
EXOUTPUTS:Z[17]. 
CLUN1TS:ADD[17]<:ADDLAI6. 
CLUN1TS:DCD[16]<:DECODE. 
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 
1 =>(ARUN)/(I). 

2 RR<O> <= ADD(RR<0>[1:16];A;\0\); 
RR<I> <= ADD(RR<1>[1:16];B;\0\); 
RR<2> <= ADD(RR<2>[1:16];C;\0\); 
RR<3> <= ADD(RR<3>[1:16];D;\0\); 
RR<4> <= ADD(RR<4>[1:16];E;\0\); 
RR<5> <= ADD(RR<5>[1:16];F;\0\); 
RR<6> <= ADD(RR<6>[1:16];G;\0\); 
RR<7> <= ADD(RR<7>[1:16];H;\0\); 
RR<8> <= ADD(RR<8>[1:16];1;\0\); 
RR<9> <= ADD(RR<9>[1:16];J;\0\); 
RR<10> <= ADD(RR<10>[1:16];K;\0\); 
RR<II> <= ADD(RR<II>[1:16];L;\0\); 
RR<12> <= ADD(RR<12>[1:16];M;\0\); 
RR<13> <= ADD(RR<13>[1:16];N;\0\); 
RR<14> <= ADD(RR<14>[1:16];O;\0\); 
RR<15> <= ADD(RR<15>[1:16];P;\0\); 
=>(LOOK,ALOOK)/(3,2). 

3 OUTBUS = RR * DCD[0:15](SEL[0:3]); 
OUTREG <= OUTBUS; 
=>(1). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(I); 
Z = OUTREG. 
END. 

CLU:ADDLAI6(X;Y;C1N). 
1NPUTS:X[16];Y[16];C1N. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[17]. 
CLUN1TS:LA[6]<:CLA. 
CLUN1TS:PG[2]<:PROPGEN. 
CLUN1TS:SUMB1T<:SUM. 
CTERMS:G[16];P[16];C[17];GC;GCl;GC2. 
BODY 
FOR 1=0 TO 15 CONSTRUCT 
G[1],P[1]=PG(X[1];Y[1]) 
ROF; 
C[13:16]=LA[2:5](G[12:15];P[12:15];C1N); 
GC2=LA[0](G[12:15];P[12:15];C1N) 
LA[I] (G[12:15];P[12:15];C1N)&C1N; 
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C[9:l2]=LA[2:5](G[S:11];P[S:11];GC2); 
GC1=LA[O](G[S:11];P[S:11];GC2) + 
LA[1](G[S:11];P[S:11];GC2)&GC2; 
C[5:S]=LA[2:5](G[4:7];P[4:7];GC1); 
GC=LA[O](G[4:7];P[4:7];GC1) + LA[1](G[4:7];P[4:7];GC1)&GC1; 
C[1:4]=LA[2:5](G[O:3];P[O:3];GC); 
C[O]=LA[O](G[O:3];P[O:3];GC) + LA[1](G[0:3];P[0:3];GC)&GC; 
TERMOUT[O] = CEO]; 
FOR 1=0 TO 15 CONSTRUCT 
TERMOUT[I+l]=SUMBIT(P[I];C[I+l]) 
ROF. 
END. 

CLU: CLA(G;P;CIN). 
INPUTS: G[4]; P[4]; CIN. 
OUTPUTS: TERMOUT[6]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[5] = CIN; 
TERMOUT[4] = G[3] + P[3]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[3] = G[2] + P[2]&G[3] + P[3]&P[2]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[2] = G[l] + P[1]&G[2] + P[2]&P[1]&G[3] + 
P[3]&P[2]&P[1]&CIN; 
TERMOUT[O] = G[O] + P[O]&G[l] + P[1]&P[O]&G[2] + 
P[2]&P[l]&P[O]&G[3]; 
TERMOUT[l] = P[3]&P[2]&P[1]&P[O]. 
END. 

CLU: PROPGEN(X;Y). 
INPUTS: X[l];Y[l]. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[2]. 
BODY 
TERMOUT[O]=X&Y; 
TERMOUT[l]=X&Ay + AX&Y. 
END. 

CLU:SUM(PROP;CIN) . 
INPUTS:PROP;CIN. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT. 
BODY 
TERMOUT=PROP&ACIN + ApROP&CIN. 
END. 

CLU:DECODE(OP). 
INPUTS:OP[4]. 
OUTPUTS:TERMOUT[16]. 
CTERM: O[4];01[S]. 
BODY 

0[0] = AOP[3] & AOP[2]; 
0[1] = AOP[3] & OP[2]; 
0[2] = OP[3] & AOP[2]; 
0[3] = OP[3] & OP[2]; 
01[0] = AOP[l] & 0[0]; 



END. 

01[1] = AOP[1] & 0[1]; 
01[2] = AOP[1] & 0[2]; 
01[3] = AOP[1] & 0[3]; 
01[4] = OP[1] & 0[0]; 
01[5] = OP[1] & 0[1]; 
01[6] = OP[I] & 0[2]; 
01[7] = OP[I] & 0[3]; 
TERMOUT[O] = AOP[O] & 01[0]; 
TERMOUT[I] = AOP[O] & 01[1]; 
TERMOUT[2] = AOP[O] & 01[2]; 
TERMOUT[3] = AOP[O] & 01[3]; 
TERMOUT[4] = AOP[O] & 01[4]; 
TERMOUT[5] = AOP[O] & 01[5]; 
TERMOUT[6] = AOP[O] & 01[6]; 
TERMOUT[7] = AOP[O] & 01[7]; 
TERMOUT[8] = OP[O] & 01[0]; 
TERMOUT[9] = OP[O] & 01[1]; 
TERMOUT[10] = OP[O] & 01[2]; 
TERMOUT[II] = OP[O] & 01[3]; 
TERMOUT[12] = OP[O] & 01[4]; 
TERMOUT[13] = OP[O] & 01[5]; 
TERMOUT[14] = OP[O] & 01[6]; 
TERMOUT[15] = OP[O] & 01[7]. 
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APPENDIX III 

A3.1 original Data of Cascaded Adders 

a. FOS Propogation (Block A) 

/----------------------------------------------------------\ 
test Circuit Size 

period -------------------------------------------------
# 300 600 1200 2400 4800 

Expect I 0.055 0.110 I 0.220 0.430 0.880 
----------------------------------------------------------

1 - 10 I 0.059 0.117 I 0.280 0.832 1.949 

41-50 0.054 0.117 0.252 I 0.840 2.119 
----------------------------------------------------------
250-300 I 0.055 I 0.114 I 0.245 I 0.788 I 1.726 

\----------------------------------------------------------/ 

b. First Step of Reverse Deductive (Block B1) 

/------------------------------------------------\ 
detected Circuit Size 
fault ---------------------------------------

% 300 I 600 1200 2400 
------------------------------------------------

o 0.021 I 0.040 0,080 0.16 

10 0.019 0.040 0.130 0.24 

50 0.010 0.025 0.065 0.22 

80 I 0.010 I 0.020 I 0.035 I 0.08 
\------------------------------------------------/ 
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c. Reverse Fault Collection (Block B2) 

/----------------------------------------------------------\ 
test circuit Size 

period -------------------------------------------------
# 300 600 1200 2400 I 4800 

--------------------------------------------------------~-

1 - 10 I 0.047 0.081 0.224 I 0.989 I 5.238 
----------------------------------------------------------

41-50 0.008 0.027 0.052 I 0.578 I 3.552 
----------------------------------------------------------
250-300 I 0.005 I 0.006 I 0.014 I 0.099 I 0.230 

\----------------------------------------------------------/ 

d. Running Block B2 with Different options 

/------------------------------------------------\ 
Circuit Size 

case ---------------------------------------
300 600 1200 I 2400 

------------------------------------------------
C1 0.009 0.017 I 0.035 I 0.065 

C2 0.009 I 0.017 I 0.040 0.270 
------------------------------------------------

C3 I 0.014 I 0.035 I 0.140 I 1.070 

\------------------------------------------------/ 
C1 : ignoring the stored fault and with no operation on the 
potential sensitive fault sets. 
C2 No operation on the potential sensitive fault set. 
C3 Normal process 
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e. Exception Identification 

/----------------------------------------------------------\ test Circuit Size 
period -------------------------------------------------

# 300 600 1200. 2400 4800 

1 - 10 I 0.073 0.390 0.967 I 4.526 I 18.574 
----------------------------------------------------------

41-50 0.012 0.096 0.267 I 2.453 I 11.291 

250-300 I 0.007 I 0.013 I 0.036 I 0.118 I 0.465 

\----------------------------------------------------------/ 

f. Exception simulation 

/----------------------------------------------------------\ 
test Circuit size 

period -------------------------------------------------
# 300 600 1200 2400 4800 

1 - 10 I 0.079 0.310 0.677 I 3.339 I 10.012 
----------------------------------------------------------

41-50 0.023 0.107 0.254 I 2.021 I 5.597 
----------------------------------------------------------
250-300 I 0.021 I 0.039 I 0.079 I 0.223 I 0.500 

\----------------------------------------------------------/ 

g. Fault Covered 

/----------------------------------------------------------\ 
test Circuit Size 

period -------------------------------------------------
# 300 600 1200 2400 I 4800 

----------------------------------------------------------
1 - 10 I 45 13 3 I 9 I 7 

----------------------------------------------------------
41-50 86 80 I 76 I 72 73 

----------------------------------------------------------
250-300 I 91 I 91 I 87 I 84 I 87 

\----------------------------------------------------------/ 
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A3.2 Original Data of Multiplexed Adders 

a. FOS Propagation 

/------------------------------------------------\ 
test Circuit Size 

period ---------------------------------------
# 600 I 1200 I 2400 I 4800 

------------------------------------------------
1 - 10 I 0.103 I 0.329 0.798 I 1.751 

------------------------------------------------
41-50 0.116 I 0.356 0.771 1.941 

250-300 I 0.108 I 0.257 I 0.702 I 1.663 
\------------------------------------------------/ 

b. Sensitive FFR Mapping (Block B1) 

/------------------------------------------------\ 
test Circuit Size 

period ---------------------------------------
# 600 I 1200 I 2400 I 4800 

------------------------------------------------
1 - 10 I 0.050 I 0.124 I 0.249 0.792 

------------------------------------------------
41-50 0.021 0.090 I 0.200 0.727 

250-300 I 0.007 I 0.014 I 0.078 I 0.208 
\------------------------------------------------/ 

c. Reverse Fault Collection (Block B2) 

/------------------------------------------------\ 
test Circuit Size 

period ---------------------------------------
# 600 I 1200 I 2400 I 4800 

1 - 10 I 0.128 0.378 1.120 4.899 

41-50 0.052 0.248 0.876 5.106 

250-300 I 0.011 I 0.027 I 0.263 I 0.859 
\------------------------------------------------/ 
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d. Exception Identification 

/------------------------------------------------\ 
test Circuit Size 

period ---------------------------------------
# 600 1200 2400 4800 

1 - 10 I 0.336 I 1.566 3.334 I 11.148 
------------------------------------------------

41-50 0.249 I 0.933 2.854 5.106 

250-300 I 0.031 I 0.076 I 0.463 I 1.919 

\------------------------------------------------/ 
e. Exception Simulation 

/------------------------------------------------\ 
test Circuit Size 

period ---------------------------------------
# 600 1200 2400 4800 

1 - 10 I 0.251 1.054 2.309 I 5.161 
------------------------------------------------

41-50 0.216 0.784 2.221 I 7.053 

250-300 I 0.050 I 0.111 I 0.485 I 1.176 
\------------------------------------------------/ 
f. Fault Covered 

/------------------------------------------------\ 
test Circuit Size 

period ---------------------------------------
# 600 I 1200 2400 4800 

------------------------------------------------
1 - 10 I 3 I 3 3 2 

41-50 64 I 53 30 26 
------------------------------------------------
250-300 I 88 I 85 I 79 I 85 

\------------------------------------------------/ 
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